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President Seagull
Takes Subway
Baruch Students
Question His
Vast Wardrobe
By CARMEN MOTO
Jonathon Livin gt on Seagull,
president of Baruch, has decided to
begin taking the subway to school,
giving up his college-provided
limousine service, in an uncharacteristic wave of altruism. The
money previously used for Seagull's
limo. will now go towards hiring
more professors to open up more
business course sections for
students.
Said Seagull, HI could no longer
j ustify living this iet-set lifestyle,
knowing that many ·poor, suffering
Baruch students were getting closed
out ofnurses because of a lack of
funds. You know I've been told
that -some of them actually can't
graduate. on time because of this?"
."

While Seagull's presence, 111 the
. _subway has _.s!ve.!!..Jllat!Y ._sJ..u.d.eJlts_
tkir.firsLglim~ -'If...the president, sources say dealing with New York
City's mass transit system has not
been an easy adjustment for him.
Said Pablo Eclair, chief academic
officer and- pervert, uHe still can't
get used to the fact that a telephone
and a TV set are not immediately
available in a subway car."
Meanwhile, rumors are flying
that Seagull, in order to hire more
guidance counselors, is giving up
his CUNY-funded city apartment
and has actually cut down on his
clothing expenditures. The latter
change was first noticed during the
Leadership Training Weekend,
when an astute student leader picked up on the fact that Seagull apparently owns only one pair of
jeans, and Questioned him about it.

*1911*
March 32, 1988

Student Government Funds
Religious Cult Figures
BY K. E. PARDo
Ima Crookards, president of the
Day Session Student Government ,
emphatically denied charges that
the student government has been
improperly funding religious and
IN
I df T• ..,. ... II . . Pi ••••, ..... c. aM... die
cult figures such as the 'Bhagwan
Utenlllre Dep
t, lie . . . tacIIes IIItroclUCtiOD to EalOBlOlogy.
Rajneesh, the Reverend Sun Yung
Moon and his Unification Church ,
and Tammy Faye Baker.
Crookards claimed that all are
presidents of clubs charted with the
OSSG. Although no documentation to verify this could be produced, Crookards said, "Hey man, you
can't jump to conclusions about imBy MENTAL WARD
proper funding just because my version of the truth doesn't coincide
During a seance in northern ConCompany to protest their selling of with the evidence."
necticut, the ghost of former
a disproportionate amount of
According to college rules, all
Marketing Professor, James Branvanilla ice cream, an action which clubs, student organizations, and
son, told those seated around the
as usual, has nothing to do with cults must be chartered by the Day
circle he was upset over losing his
anything, he was told by Morton Session Student Council. This
tenured positionas an instructor at
Downey Jr. that Branson was charter -must also include a letter of
Baruch. In a wispy. eery voice he
white. Sharpton, apologized pro- purpose and a list of at least 10
shouted, UI HAVE TENURE!
fusely to the Baruch Administration members. All must be present
JUST BECAUSE I'M DEAD
saying, "If he was white I'm glad I before a group may receive student
he's dead."
DOESN'T MEAN I CAN'T
fee money.
TEACH!".
Baruch's main -argument against
During the initial search on
The American Civil Liberties BraQ~)fJ .teachiilg.;lI -the cOd• Is M:areh 2,. 1988 for DSSG
Union, upon hearfgg Branson's purely bureaucratic. Said -·Banicb -documents concerning this matter,
resident, Joel SeekBull nWe'v
complain t . assigned their bel•
.__
ba.d.
_ple.ntt__of.. _
1Rdaph)'Sical- lawya-t& .~. ease.
eaten'ili, on
Kyle Northstar. attorney and noted Baruch. In fact some of our best Lexington Avenue. AccOrcfina to
spiritual healer for National En- teachers have been dead. We are a Medical DJs, tieasurer of-the DSSG,
quirer will file the charges. Nor- fair and impartial school Teachers all other documents held by the stuthstar, one might remember, is the who are tenured can feel comfor- dent government had been sent out
lawyer who won visitation rights for table in the knowledge that they will for copying. Said Dis, "We sent
the deceased Peter Sellers to see his still have their jobs even after those 10 sheets of paper along with
daughter. The mother Britt Ekl und death." "But," he added, "Bran- our copy of Dr. Seuss' Green Eggs
son went one step too far. He's not and Ham, out for reproduction.
objected saying. A cemetery is not
a corpse, he was cremated. We had Ima [Crookards] says they will be
the kinda place for a young girl to
to take his position at the school back in a semester or two after he's
spend her weekends." She added,
"Peter is just not a good father away because it's against the rules. -gone. "
If a teacher cannot be in the annual
anymore, he's too lenient with her
Crookards would not comment
faculty
picture, he loses his tenure.
(the daughter)." The case is on apBranson in an urn just won't cut on the absent records. Vice
peal.
president Chapter-One Genesis of
it. "
The Reverend Al Sharpton had
the DSSG did say, "I am Sam. Sam
planned to demonstrate against
Northstar has filed charges and I am. Would you like some green
Baruch College's treatment of hopes to get the rule expanded to eggs and ham.' That's a great quote
Branson, by organizing another
include urns, pepper shakers. shoe and it is our favorite book."
Day of Outrage. However, before
boxes,
old coke bottles or any
A second search for the DSSG
he could boycott the Mr. Softee other human ash receptacle.
docments produced three vouchers
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Deceased Marketing Prof.
Refuses Loss of Tenure

U

TAKING EDUCATION TO NEW HEIGHTS
By BIBI MAKMOID
Under pressure from students,
faculty and vagrants residing in
nearby welfare hotels, a crack-team
of space analysts hired by Baruch
College has developed what they
have dubbed a "futuristic resolution n to the dilemma of overcrowded classrooms. In the proposal written by team leader and "seating
coordinator" Arnold Longform,
the answer to the problem lies in efficient vertide desk placement.
Longforrn said, U Just picture instead of a square of thirty or forty
students you can have different
levels to fit over one hundred, sort
of like a three dimensional effect."
Langform's _ tbeory~callcd . the
Skyscraper Method of Space Maximizatiol) in Urban Classrooms, has

ben applied in over eight New York
junior high schools and is becoming
increasingly popular in overpopulated Third World countries.
He was featured last month on the
cover of Memobouncers Digest in a
story entitled "Students on the
Rise: a Surefire Way to Raise Intellect. "
There are still a few problems
with the plan that has already cost
Baruch over $ISO,OOO, a small sum
when compared to the cost of renti ng - extra building space.
Longform's assistant. Dr. Eliot
Pencilhead, has commented on the
varous U kinks" in the system.
"Well, you see, to ina-ease the efficiency of~- plU,- nine credits
would be offered to students as a requirement for adm~ion into these'

highly futuristic learning centers."
writing a tru1script ef a sold-out
TIle ctassesare Contemporary-Pro- -concert or dtscl ibing an experience I
blems of Urban Posture, Advanced of learning hishly technical'lllbject
Contortion (with a short overview matter from a helicopter hovering
on the history of gymnastics) and a 20 feet from the instructor equipped
seminaL _..DnLearning. Bc:yond only with..a..loudspeatcr.)
Obstacles. (For this, a thesis is reStudents wit h a fear of heiahts
quired. Students have a choice of are disc:08i'aged fromentmng. ._

showing payments made to the
Bhagwan and Mrs. Baker. The first
was paid to the Bhagwan on
February 16. He purchased incensed air filters and beads for one of
his 50 Rolls Royce. When reached
for comment in his home in
Canada, the Bhagwan said, "Yes
my son, that Ima Crookards is so
very, very kind for buying me accessories for my car. The Baruch
OSSG has been ever so generous in
this year of my exile." The
Bhagwan fled this country early last
year when faced with charges of
tax evasion.
The second two vouchers, dated
February 18, were used to purchased three pounds of rouge, fifteen
bottles of mascara and three chisels
for Tammy Faye Baker. Also, a
book, Lily Munster's Guide to
Ghoulishly Good Health and Beauty, was bought. We were unable to
reach her for comment. But, The
Tickler did receive a mascara-andtear stained letter thanking the
- OSSG for its continued generosity
towards Iost causes.
Faced with these documents,

'lie ...... oe8tJe sil, .lid iile i8taizl

not recall her body ever taJdnB a
vote to charter these'two fiBures as
cults or clubs. &CBut. if lrna
{CrookardsJ says we did then we
must have, even if there are no
minutes of the meeting." Nonsense
said. "We all kind of worship him
around here. you know. "
The normally unresponsive
Crookards made one final comment. "These charges are a conspiracy to get me. I don't even
know Tammy personally. And as
for the Bhagwan, I would never
give my, I mean the students.
money to a man who doesn't know
the difference between the words
'bursar' and 'treasurer' unless he
was chartered with the OSSG," he
said. "They would laugh us off the
world you know."
Crookards challenged the press
to keep looking for proof that these
were not chartered dubs or cults.
"Since there are no documents that
say otherwise. then -I am right,"
said Crookards.
Crookards is a senior at Baruch
and was twice an assistant national
chairperson for the presidential
campaign of Gary Hart, this last
year.
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No More Student Rosters
Hulk Hogan was disqualified from Wrestlemania IV and the World Wrestling Federation title.
Although Wrestlemania may miss the Hulkster, Baruch College won't. Hogan will take over. as
Supreme Head Officer of Campus Security. His major concerns, aside from the usual vandalism..
petty larceny and students without LD. cards, are Campus terrorism, corrupt DSSa officers, Poopla
Sam's onion rings and Joel Seek Bull's wardrobe. Hogan's first change as head of security will be to
"fire all the security guards. Listen brother, I'm gonna hire lOO,QOO screaming Hulkamaniacs as
security guards. Just let those Baruchians try to get past me without LD. Cards. I got a couple of 24"
pythons raring for action." The Tickler supports Hogan's plans, but more needs to be done. With
seek Bull's wardrobe in a state of despair and DSSG officers funning amok, the Hulkster has his
work cut out for him. "Well, let me tell you, brother,. Seek Bull's wardrobe's gotta go. He walks in
those jeans one more time, these 24" pythons are gonna fly. And the next time, brother, DSSa President Juan Ricardo writes idiotic letters to The Tickler, these 24" pythons are gonna let loose on his
head. I'm gonna crush him, brother, crush him." While The Tickler feels these are good ideas,
stronger measures must be taken to insure the security and well-being of Baruch students. However,
Hogan's ideas are excellent and should have been implemen ted long ago. The Tickler looks forward
to Hogan's leadership and his unwavering concern for the Baruch community.

IN THE ANUS OF HISTORY
THERE'S NEVER BEEN ANYTHING
LIKE IT ...

DIARRHEA
FROM OUTERSPACEI

A' DAMP THANK - YOU
To The Editor:
As a student with 6 cats and 4 dogs I am happy that the Tickler made the
switch from Baxter text newsprint to the more absorbant northern newsprint.
Now cleaning up Doggy and Ktty Boo boo's is much more easier. The only
problems is that on really acidic kitty boo-boo's the newsprint runs allover,
perhaps swtiching to crayon or invisible ink might available this nasty, dirty
and embarrassing problem.

HOT MOVIES
To The Editor:
I normally keep my video tapes in the oven, ,is this a good idea?
Firster Applehead
A Deranged Student

YOU NEED A J-O-B
To The Editor:
I be Larry "crack head" Davis and I be looking Foe work when I be getter
outta Riker's 'Island! I taught OAF DER MIGHT be some work Foe Me to do
at Da Tickler like beina Da editor or some thin ike that!
Sincerely yo's
Laarry "crackhead"
Davis.

ID MISFIT KILLED
To The Editor:
I am stilI upset over the loss of my closest and dearest friend who was killed
last week by Baruch Security. EERIE DANZIG, the friend I had known since I
was able to speak is now dead at age twenty-one and only three credits away
from his degree in perfecting insider trading.
It was the morning of March 15, 1988 when we approached the front desk of
the 18th street lobby. Eerie realized he forgot his J.D. card and told this to the
Security guard. After looking through his records he exclaimed, "Sorry Eerie!
This is your third and last time without an I.D., step this way." He followed
the guard who led him to the open elevator doors where Eerie was pushed into
the empty shaft.
The purpose of this letter is to tell everyone to carry their I.D. I'm also trying
to intensify my own legal battle against Baruch Security. They continue to
laugh at me and say they have never heard of EERIE DANZIG.

14 CREDIT BYPASS
To The Editor:
I am currently a senior majoring in accounting. The final course I need to
graduate, Theoretical Theories in Accounting Theory, I have been shut out of
14 times. As a result, I have had to take 14 additional courses in philosophy
and literature. Therefore, I have decided to major in Existential Philosophy of
Greek Literature in order to graduate. This system sucks.
Sincerely,
HarDon
.

NOW! AT A Theatre near you
It'll make you RUN with Excitement!
Rated X-Lax

THIS MAN DOESN'T HAVE AIDS

THE NORTH'S POLE
To The Editor:
As usual my copies of The Ticker have been arriving months late and I am
extremely annoyed. It's not like I've been pouting or crying, because I don't do
things like that but I am damn mad. And Donna- and Comet, not to mention
Cupid, have been arrested for insided trading. Not one mention in your pages,
not one mention. And to top it all off, Mrs. Claus won't let me lay a hand on
her until she reads those Tickler Takes and Campus Capers. Please send soon,
am getting horny.
Frustrated,
Kris Kringle
North Pole.
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Dead or Alive
Name

•
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WANTED

Neither Do lis Sheep!
Safe Sex

I

John Greco
Caitlin Mollison
Ken Brown
Linda Zuech
Eric Kun
Mark Callahan
Shannon Brewton
Laura Kryshak
Grace Palazzo

Crime

Telling Elaine BoozIer's jokes
.lrnpersonating a Spanish person
Shooting Democrats
Misusing a calculator
Annoying us with Camusian anecdotes
Bigamy
Killing an ad
Stealing university sweatshirts
' Loitering in The Ticker office
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A BI·WEEKLY UPDATE
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H E United States for Action
party will be meeting in convention today, Tuesday, March 29.
Attendance is mandatory for all
. who are running with the USA
ticket in this May's student government elections.
The agenda includes a discussion
of a platform and the responsibilities of each member towards
the campaign. Look for the party to
campaign for the two proposed day
student referenda if they get enough
signatures to put them on the
ballot.
The meeting will be held in the
Globus Lounge in the 155 E. 24th
St. at 2 p.rn.

The Day Session Student Government denies that it is arl official sponsor
or connected in any official way with
the Students For Jesse Committee.
According to flyers distributed
around Baruch College bulletin boards,
the Students For Jesse Committee was

r

~I

I

.. S reported in The Report last

appeals request for $900. allowing
several clubs to participate in
Awareness Week. To be added to
this list of clubs should be: the Art
Society, the Foreign Trade Society
and the West Indian Culture Club.'

O

n March 10, 1988 the City
Council of New York passed
a resolution calling on the New
York State Legislature to restore
senior college status to Medgar
Evers College, CUNY. University
Chancellor Joseph Murphy
welcomed the resolution and praised the college as a "vitally important educational and historical inst ituton to the residents of
Brooklyn and to the citizens of New
York."
Founded in 1969 as a senior college of CUNY, the college was named for the civil rights leader,
Medgar Evers. During the City
fiscal crisis, the status of the college
was changed to that of a community college. The University has been
lobbying- for the return of Evers
College to senior status since 1985.

See Page AS, Column One

Two Referenda
Considered
For Ballot

-c..

Should DSSG

See Page A 10. Column One
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cco rd ing to Edward Mills,
treasurer of the DSSG, many
clubs have changed their officers
but have-.yei -i 0 update-. ineirsignature cards.
Mills encourages all clubs to
check that their signature cards are
properly filed.

~ssue the Council approved an
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o ining the Concerned Baruch
Students party ticket for this
springs student government elections will be: Mitchell Cooper.
Robert Fiordalisio and St uart
Richman for the Upper Council;
Todd Saypoff and John Haugh for
the Board of Directors; and Eugene
Scanlon for the Athletic Board.

T

,

formed to organize student carnpaigners for the Rev. Jesse Jackson, a
candidate for the 1988 Democratic
presidential nomination. This committee is to be similar to others fonned for
this purpose Hat many colleges

Ir-i- - - - - - -

J

HE DSSG needs a new design
for its stationery letter-head so
it is holding an open competition
which will allow students to submit
their own designs. The winner will
receive a cash award of $150. According to the DSSG "the winning
entry will convey a sense of solidarity and should also capture the corporate image befitting a business
school. "

..~~~~:..

Council Elect
Its Chairperson?

By KENNEJH BROWN
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Marcb 29, 1981

DSSG MISTAKENLY
SAID TO SUPPORT
CANDIDATE
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The flyer at right was posted by Juan
Martinez, chairman of the StucteDts For
Jesse Committee. He incorrectly implied that tbls committee
·offlctally
coaReded witll tile DSSG. Snenl
studeBts expn.led dlleircOncen ..... tile
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The Day Session Student
Government has begun to petition
for two referenda concerning the
appointment of Day Session Student Council chairperson and the
possibility of council members
meeting during the summer session
in order to propose club budgets.
According to Fran Gennis
(USA). vice president of the DSSG,
executive members decided on
changing the current policy of selecting a chairperson. Currently in the
DSSG constitution, the candidate
who receives the most student votes
becomes chairperson of the Coun-

400 SIGNATURES
NEEDED FOR
FEE INCREASE
REFERENDUM

Evening Student
Opposition Seen
By ROBERT COTTER

cil.

In an effort to balance the books

uThis method does not assure
that the most qualified person win

of their organizations without a
deficit, members of the Evening
Session Student Association began

get the job," she said. Gennis add-

hOw

-and-experience to tincleJ_a'"
the DSSG worles - if a freshman is
per student.
A ~ AJ.lEltlCIIN . . • ..Is .,11/
popula r enough to get the most
Carol Robbins, the director of
~E/~.v p.liC7£S III " ~~.W
votes does that mean that he is the
evening
activities, stated that "if we
- ~rasiCNItL WAy.
most qualified?"
collect 400 signatures (roughly 10 I
If the referendum vote is passed;
percent of the 4,000 evening student
Gennis and the USA party's DSSG
tJMI ~.,-ue $;,~e
D,r
~
'lV"S6
population), we will be able to hold )' Presidential candidate, John Paul
~4Rr
V],
a vote which could raise the evening
Patelli, stated that "the change
~()
~ ~ ~ NJ ·
student activity fee by slightly more
would alter this system by having a
that $2." She added that "the
chairperson selected by its [the
<.~! E
8/.o.. } 11 N) G ~ .J
01 ,.. fee has not gone up in more than I council's]
members. Patelli added
that "We're trying to get rid of peo.,. n~ I <") l\\5 "lD (a..\ t-\ () V[: " E ATr.
See Page A 10. Column Four
ple who get the position, just
because they are popular."
The second issue being petitioned.
is another constitutional amend!
ment to allow th e council to assemI ble during summer break and
winter inter-session. to plan the stuBy SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO dent activity budget. Gennis said,
"This system would be more effiFor the second time this semester
cient, because the dub budgets
the Seventh floor varsity locker
would already be in effect in the
room in 17 Lexington Ave. has been
beginning of September, so we can
vandalized.
address other issues during the
According to student and OSSG
school term." Patelli added. "Effimember John Paul Patelli, "About
ciency is the reason for the second
four weeks ago, -12 to 15 lockers
issue. "
were busted open." This statement
In order to get these referenda
was confirmed by Vincent Iannaco onto the ballot during the May 2-4
associate director of security, who
elections, the DSSG needs 800
said that "the incident occurred
signatures (10010 of the day session
between 9 p.m. on Friday, February
student body).
26 and 8 a.m. on Monday,
The government has collected 300
February 29.
as of the weekend of March 24-25. Apparently nothing of any value
•
was stolen. According to Ralph A.
Sirianni, equipment manager for
Baruch College athletic teams,
"Mostly clothes were stolen, not
Editorial/
much of anything else. U According
A2
to lannaco the incident report
~ stated that Hit was a case of
Op-Eds
-e criminal mischief, rather than
~ larceny."
I: It seems that this case is not a
~ simple case of criminals breaking
into the lockers in order to steal
valuable equipment. Rather, aeeor-

-crease flier.. operatliig--biidget by'$2-
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Carol Robbins. director of nenin~ .nd
graduate student ac'ivjlio
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A NEAR REPUTATION RISK
Recently, controversy has run rampant as to why our Day Session Student Government supports United States presidential candidate Jesse Jackson. Flyers posted around Baruch have
caught the attention of many students, as they claim that a "Students For .ks'\c Committee" is
DSSG operated. The flyers go so far as to say that those interested in receiving more ill formation can go to the student government office and "get involved in the historical movement."
As it turns out the flyers were the result of a mistake made by Juan Martinez, the chairperson
of the Students for Jesse Committee, as well as a DSSG upper council member. Although it is a
great relief to find that our student government is not using its office to support any political
candidate it is disturbing to say the least that this error could even have been made in the first
place. It is in fact indicative of a problem within the DSSG.
The Students for Jesse Committee counts among its members several student government
representatives. The assumption by a member of government that he or she can automatically
use the DSSG name to endorse a speci fie candidate can only reflect the arrogance and the feeling of power demonstrated by government members.
Fortunately, this grave error was quickly rectified and the signs were taken down and replaced with appropriate ones. However, a situation such as this should never occur again.

BETTER PR FOR THE DSSG
It has been a long time since the Day Session Student Government has come up with an idea
that promotes greater student involvement and attempts to reach out to a large part of the
Baruch community. The government is holding an open competition for students to create a
design for the new DSSG letterhead. The winner will receive $150 in cash, but all who participate will enjoy the opportunity to take part in Baruch pride.
This competition provides a fun way to help enhance Baruch's image while simultaneously
encouraging creativity and talent. Although, a seemingly unimportant event, it will also help
students to become more interested in the workings of the student government. Students are
tired of waiting for promises to be delivered and speakers to be heard; they want somethi ng for
their money now. This contest is a perfect way for the DSSG to start gaining back the respect
and trust of its constituency.
As a public relations move this event arrives at the right time as many students are anxious to
see what government offers and what becomes of their $50 student activity fee. The DSSG has

finally. taken the initiative and organized something that can benefit everyone, While planning
events that appeal to many segments of the population is always difficult, t his represents a step
towards narrowing the distance between the government and the students.

l o hn Greco
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STUDENT OBJECTIONS
To The Editor:
Recently in our once thought
politically unaffiliated public college, many dismayed students have
noticed signs for the Jesse Jackson
campaign up on various billboards
around campus. They have also
noticed that along with these signs,
there are notices proclaiming the
Day Session Student Government is
sponsoring this movement, and that
the campaign headquarters are in
the office of the DSSG I feel that

the students of Baruch have a right
to political neutrality in their student government, and that the
headquarters of their student
government not be used as a campus campaign headquarters. Furthermore I feel that we as students
of Baruch have the right to know if
the student activity money is being
spent on this supposed ad-hoc committee in the form of photocopies
or the like.
Sincerely
Stuart Richman

FLYER FOLLY
To The Editor:
It has come to my attention that
council member Juan Martinez has
been responsible for posting flyers
which imply that the D.S.S.G. has
endorsed presidential candidate
Jessee Jackson.
This is not true, in fact, the flyers
were posted without the leadership
of the D.S.S.G. being aware of its
contents.
While we will always encourage
students to participate in the
political process we must remain

Impartial, for we represent all
students.
Mr. Martinez, chairperson of
Baruch's Students For Jesse Coalition, has been asked to replace the
aforementioned flyers with others
that don't make any reference to
the D.S.S.G.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Miriam Ynocencio
Chairperson of Council

UPDATE ON
CANDIDATES
Albeit the aforementioned tasks
are arduous and tedious, the most
important part of our job is the
resolutions that we must process
and handle. In general, this procedure .includes:
a) the sending of a memo and
description of a particular resolution in order for it to be drafted at
the Legislative 8Mi Draft4ng.
h) the sending of this resolution
to the Senate Desk Operations
where it receives a number and later
gets reported to the Senate floor.
c) the ascertaining of an;' Senate
or Assembly co-sponsors that the
senator may desire.
Besides all of this, we also wish to
achieve goals for our fellow
students. These goals include an
open door policy in which any student can speak w ith a student
government representative, a suggestion box for students and a promotion of plays to be shown in the
school.
So, In conclusion, both Edward
Cam marata and I do very diverse
work which requires a great deal of
responsibility and performance. We
both combine a solid work ethic
along WIth a great desire to achieve
rewards for ourselves and, more importantly, the entire student body.

To The Editor:

Edward Cammarata, and I
presently running for President and
Treasurer, respectively, are both
members of Day Student Government at Baruch' College. Because of
our motivation and willingness to
succeed, we are deserving of these
titles we seek. We have been working with state senators since early
January in Albany. N.Y.
With regard to our duties in
assisting the state senators, Cammarata and I attend committee
meetings which include briefings of
our senators as to what is on the
committee agenda, We also attend
receptions in order to meet with
special lobbies and interest groups
and, in addition, insure that each of
our senators has all the necessary
paperwork in order for the senators
to debate in favor or against. One
very crucial aspect of our duties is
the research that each must perform. We must research bills our
senator is planning to introduce.
This is done to find something that
is applicable and/or helpful to the
bill. Additional research is required
to answer questions from the
numerous constituent letters that
we receive. Besides this research, we
must satisfy the academic component of the program by writing a Sincerely,
paper once every week.
David Herlands
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"Come to the office of the DSSG on
the 4th floor of the 22nd St. Bldg., and
get involved in this historic movement. "

- - flyer posted by Juan
Martinez, chairman of the Students
For Jesse Committee.
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PLASMA DE STIMULI/CHRISTOPHER A. WARD

OF CABBAGES AND KINGS/GLEN J. SPANGLER

D.ogmatic S.ecretive
S.elf-serving G.overnemnt
,

I was watching a National Geographic
Special about Stonehenge the other day. Immediately, the Day Session Student
Government came to mind. While the narrator explained how Druids moved the
stones into a circle for reasons unknown, I
drew a comparison.
The Druids, who erected Stonehenge,
were an ancient group of people we know
little about. They left few records and were
secretive in their ways.
The DSSG are the "Druids" of the
fourth floor. They keep ambiguous,
secretive records too. Sometimes, the
historical data of our school government
gets, lost and misplaced. We don't know
what they're doing. To this day, like
Stonehenge, we don't know what the
DSSG's purpose is. What are they trying to
do for the student population? Maybe they
know. I don't.
Oh , everybody makes t he usual guesses
about what they are supposed to be doing.
You know, all that stuff about responding
to the needs of THE STUDENTS. But one
has to have a wild imagination to believe
those Druids in the Student Center are
responding to the needs of the student
population. Generally, it's pure fantasy.
DSSG HWhat have you done for us lately?"
Rather, "What have you done for us evert'
Yeah, the DSSG is just like old
Stonehenge EXCEPT Stonehenge doesn't
buy itself pizza every Thursday with student
money,

Yeah, the DSSG is just like
Stonehenge...except Stonehenge didn't buy
jackets with student money.
Yeah, the DSSG is just like
Stonehenge...except Stonehenge doesn't
need student dollars to buy cardigans.

What color were they again, Mr. Richards?
I forgot. And Stonehenge doesn't get
stipends to make sure the sweaters they do
buy with our money are the right color and
size. The DSSG sure does.
Yeah, the DSSG is just like Stonehenge,
except that Stonehenge doesn't daim to be
something it isn't. The. DSSG calls itself a
Student Government, I call them a bunch
of fascists. Strong word. Hitler was a fascist
wasn't he? Very strong word. I can't compare the DSSG with the murderous Nazi's
though. Nevertheless, they are FASCISTS.
What would you call an entire government,
which claims to represent all the students
and then decides AS A GOVERNMENT to
support one man and his agenda? The
answer is "fascists." No more playing
Jeopardy, it is too sad.
The DSSG has perpetrated the above
scenario on us all. Look around the school,
for the flyers on bulletin boards which support"Jesse Jackson for President." Who's
supporting Jesse for President? --The Day
Session Student Government. Shocked! We
all should be.
Read the flyer. Want more info about
Jesse? Go to the DSSG office. IT IS
LUDICROUS! .At. government whose job is
supposed to be to represent an the students
is using, the DSSG office as a campaign office in support of one man's political agenda. The government has backed Jesse Jackson.
It's disgusting! It's wrong!
Our democratic society provides for INDIVIDUALS to hold their own opinions.
If one person on the DSSG wants to support Jesse, as an individual citizen, that is to
be respected. If ten people in the OSSG
(Continued on Page A8, Col.L]

WE'REALL WRITTEN DOWN
ON THE SAMELIST
I recently found out that "Spangler"
comes from "Spengler," and the Speriglers
came from Germany around 200 years ago,
so it would seem that I share some common
ancestry with a guy named Adolph and his
followers, as well as Bach and Einstein.
There's a Union Army officer in my family
tree and a piece of land in Gettysburg called
"Spangler Spring." And both sets of greatgrandparents on my mother's side came
from Poland, home of Copernicus.
Chopin, the current Pope and millions of
the people Uncle Adolph tortured and killed. Now I hope you know what all of this
says about me.
Nothing. Absolutely nothing. I'm not a
composer, physicist, ast ron orner, or a Civil
\Var hero. and I'm not an originator or victim of the Final Solution except in the sense
that we all are. And my racial heritage
doesn't make me any more Ii kely to' do any
of those things. There's nothing "in my
blood" but blood.
Being white, Polish and a tiny bit German doesn't make me better than you, and
if you're Spanish, black, Italian or Chinese.
that doesn't mean you're superior or inferior to anyone either. We just are who we
are, and to judge ourselves and each other
on anything but an individual basis is
nonsense. Even during Polaski Day, Black
Heritage Month or St. Patrick's Day.
Loyalty to a group with a common cause.
including one's race, nationality or religion,
is admirable. But when you use the word
"pride" be sure what you mean. If you intend to remind yourself and others that
your group is not inferior to any other
group and that it deserves respect. 1 salute
you, but if you're proud that you're
Hispanic instead of black or white, and you
think your ethnic group is the best in the

world, you might just be a racist, my friend.
Racist means what it sounds like: race-ist,
If you classify people, including yourself,
by race, that's what you are. Whether
you're black or Indian, and whether you
think of it as bigotry or pride. If you think
of the white man as the enemy, if you
disown your one white daughter for marrying a black man, or if, as a Korean, you
hate all Chinese and Japanese, it's racism,
just the same.
The ethnic joke is not always a terrible
thing. It can be a part of the ribbing between friends that breaks the ice and keeps it
broken. But I've known people who
hones.tly believe that Polish people are
stupid, Jews are cheap, blacks are thieves,
etc. Coming from these people or told to
these people, an ethnic joke is a terrible
thing.
Unity is good, but when together means
apart, this is another form of racism. And
you're displaying it when you equate loyalty
to your race with the rejection of all things
outside of it: reading material written by the
wrong color hand, music sung by the wrong
color singer, potential friends with the
wrong color faces. And if you are doing this
as a protest against discrimination ... well,
think about it.
1 sometimes think that it would be best if
the races all blended completely through
intermarriage. But since that isn't happening any time soon, we must realize that no
one's going to be happ~ as long as each race
segregates itself and keeps a "them" and
"us" philosophy. If we want real peace, we
must live together as members of the
one-human-race, who just happen to
look different from each other. But this
won't come to pass if each of us is preoccupied with the team she or he is on.

Too-Black•••
John Doe sat back in his chair in utter
frustration; this was the third time that he
had been passed over for promotion. He
fondly reminisced about his college years at
Baruch College and was convinced t hat he
had done the right things. He had been a
member of Student Government, The
Ticker and The Black Students Organization. He read all [he right publications, the
Wall Street Journal, Fortune and Forbes
magazines. John was an avid fan of network news programs, not so much for the
information but so he could affect the
speaking styles of the reporters. As a result
some of his friends ostricized him, for they
thought that he was an uncle ~om. who
sounded "white" to get ahead. ThIS did not
bother John for he felt that these people
had no effect on his future successes. In his
mind he was Mr. Corporate America.
His performance evaluations seemed to
indicate that he was not only competent,
bUI also responsible and reliable. He began
to question why he hadn't been pro~ote~.
Was it his performance; was It hIS
politics... or was it because he was black?
In February 1968, The Kerner Commission warned that America was moving

By MICHAEL ROBINSON

"toward two SOCIetIes, one black, one
white - separate and unequal." The median
income of black families was t hen only
57 percent of that of whites. Twenty years later. even after President
Johnson's war on poverty, that figure remains the same.
Corporate America was supposed to be a
vehicle for black advancement. an entry

port to the mainstream. There have been
successes; American corporations have
played-a major role in the growth of the
black middle class, which composed only
13 percent of all blacks in the 1960's to 33
percent today (B/I\I'/."s II eek, 3-14-1988).
A report by the Rand Corporation adds.
"the growth of the black middle class has
been so spectaL ular that as a group it outnumbers the black poor."
While equal opportunity laws have given
blacks the chance to enter the managerial
ranks and receive salaries that their parents
thought were impossible or were only
dreams, there are problems. Many are
disappointed, frustrated and are disillusioned about their chances for advancement. In

their minds, stories like the one described
above seem to be the norm rather than the
exception. In a recent Business U. eek / Harris poll. 62 percent of the blacks felt thai
their chances for promotion to rnanagenal
or supervisorv positions were not as good as
those for whites. This occurs at a time when
the majority of the mainstream believe our
president. Ronald Reagan, "hen he states
that America is a color blind society.
What happened, why are the expectalions of so many blacks unrealized? To
answer that question one needs to go back
to the civil rights struggle of the 1960 s. As
a result of societal pressure. the white male
rower structure that r u ns corporate
America felt compelled to hire blacks.
However thev did not trulv feel that blacks
were cap~ble' performers.' This perception
still remains to a large extent. Consider the
following statement from a recent article in
Fortune magazine, "Because lack of the
right educational stuff has made it hard for
companies to recruit and train blacks for
line jobs, too many end up in human relations, community relations. public affairs
and other staff positions."
It is wrong for Fortune to suggest that a
lack of education is the major problem.
Blacks with all the "right" qualifications MBA from top business school, good performers - still have problems and are placed
in safe jobs, not exposed to high risk, not
given visible assignments. They are not
given the opportunity, in many cases. to
demonstrate responsieihty and prove their
worth to their organizations.
Edward Jones, a consultant who
ipecializes in improving organizational effectiveness, in the May '86 Harvard
Business Review. polled the black alumni of
the top five business .scbools. Eighty-four
percent of the respondents felt that u con siderations of race have a negative im~
on ratings, pay. assignments, recognition,
appraisals, and promotion." Remember
that these are sp-aduates of the top business

schools not Baruch College.
Even in r he CUNY system black adrninist rators t, .ld to be concentrated in staff
areas. the." have little power with respect to
hiring and promotion and setting policy. At
Baruch College, there is a dearth of black
adminisu.r.ors The Dean of Students, Dr.
Samuel Johnson a competent and able indiv idual , ;-. r he most visible black official on
campus. However, this position while important does not lead to presidency of a college. The Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs at CUNY Central is also black. Again,
this position does not lead to the
Chancellorship cf a university system.
This suggest thai another force is at
work. Jones suggests that racism may be
too strong a word. When people hear the
word racism, they see images of Alabama's
Bull Connor turning attack dogs upon
small children or K u Klux Klansmen burning crosses or lynching blacks.
Jones prefers to use the term colorism,
defined as "an attitude, a predisposition to
act in a certain manner because of a
person's skin color. .. .rhey (whites) generally have an automatically positive internal
picture of other whites, they don't have one
of blacks. It takes an ettort to react
positively towards blacks."
Jones goes on to elaborate on the role
that negative stereotypes play in del)Ying
blacks advancement opportunities. 'One
reason for the power of stereotypes is (heir
circularity People seek to confirm their expectation and resist contradictory evidence:
so we cling to beliefs and stereotypes
become self-fulfilling." Gordon Harris, a
Unix specialist at A..T.T. (Unix is an
operating system which controls the functions of the computer) agrees with this
analysis. He adds, "I have seen black and
white technicians make the same error. but
the supervisor will tell the white JUY don..
worry its a rookie mistake while the black
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(Continued from Page A3)
guy is considered incompetent."
Noted black psychologist Dr. Price M.
Cobbs, the co-author of Black Rage. states,
"Most black managers with whom we talk
tell us that they feel that they are viewed in
their organizations as 'deficit models' and
that they are assumed to be incompetent."
Achieving success in Corporate America
is a difficult process and there are many
white males who also won't make it.
However, there is a fundamental difference
which is, as Dr. Cobbs suggests, that blacks
must prove themselves where whites are
assumed to be capable. It is for this reason
that many blacks feel that they have to
work harder than whites to advance.
There have been success stories; the most
notable being Barry Rand and Jerry
Williams. Rand is the president of Xerox's
U.S. Marketing Group; a division with
34,000 employees that generated over $4
billion dollars in revenues. Williams is the
president and chief operating officer of AM
International, one of America's 500 largest
industrial firms with over $1 billion in
revenues and 13,000 employees. He will
probably be the first black CEO of a major
corporation.
Young blacks need to objectively
evaluate their skills and abilities.
Weaknesses if detected early can be corrected. For example, if one is a weak communicator, student government can be used
as a vehicle to develop his public speaking
abilities as well as leadership and motivational skills.
Realistic career expectations also need to
be mapped out. Expectations should be
commensurate will skills and educational

School, he formed a small firm, Lewis and
level. Therefore, if you are a marginal perClarkson. They concentrated on· venture
former with poor communication and
capital, helping corporations lend money to
leadership skills, don't expect to become
minority firms. When Lewis formed TLC
CEO. Though, you might have a chance if
and bought McCall Pattern, he received
your father owns t he company.
financing through minority venture capital
Racism or as Edward Jones renames
funds. He proved to be a capable manager,
"colorism" is an unfortunate reality in
doubling profits in three years. He now had
American society. But young blacks who
an enviable track record for all to see.
want to join the upper management ranks
cannot afford to dwell on this. They have to
Corporate America needs people .....ho
accept the fact that at times they will face
have good interpersonal and analytical
individuals who will attempt to deny their
skills. It is interesring to note that in a readvancement because of color. In spite of
cent survey by Black Enterprise of the top
this impediment, they have to continue to
twenty-five black managers, most had
math, engineering or computer science
perform to the best of their abilities and
backgrounds. This fact accentuates t he
develop strategies to deal with the problem.
need to have a logical thought process and
Unfortunately some blacks interpret this
problem solving ability.
as an excuse to deny their cultural heritage.
Karl Smith, a senior recruiting specialist
They shun black professional organizations
at IBM, emphasizes the importance of comand do not contribute to their communities;
munication, "you must be able to present
they feel that this kind of participation will
your
ideas in a clear and coherent manner .' ,
taint their corporate image. A Baruch
graduate now working at a Big 8 accounting- - - He has-coined an acronymn, -P .I.E., performance, image and exposure, that he feels
firm, .....ho requested anonymity declared,
are the keys to corporate success. Future ex"Corporate America cannot afford not to
do impeccable work. Image refers
ecutives
hire or promote the best candidate; being
to how others perceive you and whether or
black in this society is no longer as
not the persona you portray is consistent
obstacle." He pointed out that Fortune
with
the culture of the company. Exposure
magazine had selected Reginald Lewis as
to the company's decision makers is also
one of the 10 most influential business
important.
As Mr. Smith puts it, "you need
leaders of 1987 alongside British Prime
to be close to the seat of power."
Minister Margaret Thatcher. Lewis is now
In any situation where you have blacks in
regarded as one of Wall Street 's hottest
high level line positions, one that directly
take over specialists since his billion dollar
affects revenues, you find CEO's who truly
acquisition of Beatrice International. The
believe
in the notion of equal opportunity.
transaction is the biggest leveraged buycot
These men not only gave blacks a chance
ever of an overseas operation. The young
but
also were willing to promote them to
accoun tant went on, "What young blacks
the executive suite. David Kearns of Xerox
need to do is try to emulate the success of
and Merle Banta of AM International are
Reginald Lewis; they don't need this black
examples.
history shit. All we need is a return to famiIn a seminar hosted by Black Enterprise
ly values."
on alternative financing, Frederick H.
However an examination of Black EnterJoseph CEO of Drexel Burnham Lambert
prise's top 25 corporate executives w';H
was the only representative of a major inreveal that they actively engage in comvestment banking firm to talk to the black
munity service. Several were the founders
executives, L~is formally met Joseph at
of black employee associations at their
this function. Note well that Drexel arrangcompanies. Reginald Lewis throughout this
ed the financing for the $985 million deal
career has served the minority community.
that enabled Lewis to acquire Beatrice InAfter graduating from Harvard Law

ternational. Many young black executives
Re.g. Lewis or even atl.letes uke Doug
Wilfiarns, Washington Redskin's quarterback tend to down play their race. This is
not a denial of their cultural. heritage. This
is largely a response to a white tendency to
judge all blacks on the basis of one individual's performance. Therefore, if Reg.
Lewis fails it should not be an indication of
whether or not blacks can run billion dollar
companies. Had Dough Williams failed
that Super Bowl Sunday, it should not prevent other black quarterbacks from starting
in the N.F .L.
When Robert Ritereiser, Baruch 1965
and former CEO orE.F. Hutton failed
miserably in his management of that company, no one said that whites aren't good
managers. This would be a stupid statement. Yet when black pioneers fail, it is
catastrophic. Gary Jefferson, a vice president at United Airlines hits the nail on the
head when he states, "Individual blacks
have got to be allowed to fail without
everybody thinking that all blacks screwed
up. Whites are allowed that."
If we are to have a truly color blind society, whites and blacks need to first accept
how deeply ingrained our feelings are about
race and color. We need to have sincere
communication. At present blacks fear
talking about their negative experiences on
the job. Several young blacks refused to
even speak to me when they heard the
nature of the topic. Those that agreed to be
interviewed were extremely careful with
their statements. As a result of these fears
whites don't think that problems exist, and
that everything is peaches and cream. It's
not.
Success in corporate America will
ultimately come for black Americans. We
will succeed because we have been tempered
by the trials of the past and strengthened by
our cultural heritage.
We will succeed
because we are TOO BLACK
TOO
STRONG.
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significance of student government.
ment and signature sheets. CanOn March. 15, Dr. Ronald M.
didates for government must obtain
Aaron, associate dean of student . 50 ~natures reach by March 29 in
spoke about the Day Session St~der to be placed on the ballot.
dent Government's role and also
At the March 29 meetinu Carl
outlined the requirements that must
Aylrnan, director of stud;~t acbe met by all student government
tivities, spoke informally with CBS
mern~ers. "Government is only as
party members about their ideas
and fielded questions on some of
e.ffectlve ~s the number of students
SIncerely interested in. What really
Baruch's problems.
counts is what you put into it and
what you personally get out of it. "
Also present was Celia Pacheco of
the Student Elections and Governance Review Committee, with
referendum information, and other
information on a platform state-

THE
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T

HRE E positions are still available on the Day Session Student Council. All in terested
students should go and 'express their
desire to join.
.

.

T

h e Concerned Baruch
Students held their fi rst two
meetings on March 15 and 22 to
discuss party platforms and the

Change in Subway Line
To Benefit Queens Students
muters east of Van Wyck Boulevard
by allowing an alternate route for
these overcrowded lines. The present figures state that 55,700 people
use the E and F from 179tb Street to
Van Wyck Boulevard between 5:30
to 10 a.m, When the new subway is
completed it will split up the riders:
38,000 will remain on the E and F
while 15,500 will be on the Eline
from Archer Avenue, the remaining
3,400 riders will be on the J train
which will begin at the intersection
of Archer Avenue and Parsons
Boulevard. The E will terminate at
both Archer and 179th Street. (See
diagram)

By PATRICK F. McKENNA

The Metropolitan Transit
Authority has announced that it
will be opening the new Archer
Avenue subway on Decem ber 11,
1988. It will consist of a two-level four
track subway that will serve South
Jamaica as a continuation of the J
line.
The new subway will make some
vital places accessible such as York
College, the Long Island Railroad,
Jamaica Hospital and the
downtown Jamaica commercial
district. The
subway will be
beneficial to E and F line com-

Michael Robinson will be appearing as a
regular columnist beginning next issue.

The Archer Avenue subway will
also cause the rerouting of local
Jamaica buses and create a skipstop express service. The J line to
lower Manhattan will also run on a
skip..stop express during rush
hours; this will give eastern Queens
an alternative route to the business
center. The new subway will not only be beneficial to the residents of
South Jamaica but to all commuters
east of Van Wyck Boulevard.
At the present time, various options and -proposals are being
discussed by the MTA in order to
make the bus and trains unite to
make a well functioning system.

Subw8y Network with Ateher- Avenue Subw8y
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VANDALISM
ding to Sirianni. "It's a freak thing.
Someone had a bug. It was more
like a prank." He further added
that "stuff was all over the place
and all of the locks were missing."
lannaco said. "No thoughts of a
rnotive : [is apparent], and that it
seems like mischief because only
one lock was found." The absence
of most of the locks made it difficult to tell how the locks were
opened.
Although all of the general doorways are under surveillance by
Baruch security, no one is posted at
the locker room entrance. According to Sirianni, "It is a weird situation. The rooms are used by a lot of
students for physical education
classes. so they must be accessible."
Sirianni further added t hat the
guards would have to check
students' ID cards and their
-schedules which would be difficult.
because some students who use the
facilities are not taking physical I
education class
Baruch security and the Physical
Education department have engaged in a new co-op tactic of information and students standing guard to
help decrease crime in the area. According to lannaco, "The lockers I
are watched by Sirianni and some
student aids. We [security] use a
vertical pattern [walking through
halls checking door locks, etc.] and
a direct pattern [concentrati ng on
one area] . ., A method that Sirianni is using to help cut down on the
losses by students is an information
campaign. He stated, "We stress to
students not to keep valuables like ~
wallets and jewelry in the lockers, i
and they sign a slip agreeing to:
that. ..
!
A second incident this semester
occurred March 23. Accordi.ig to :
Iannaco, "this incident is recorded ;1
as larceny." He added that "the i
stuff stolen were books and I
sneakers. Baruch policy towards i
acts of vandalism is immediate
suspension.
I

I

TICKER
TAKES
SCHOLARSH IP
Applications now are being accepted for the PVA/Youth for Vietnam Veterans Scholarship Fund.
announced by R. Jack Powell, executive director of the Paralyzed
Veterans of America (PV A).
For an application or more information, contact: Scholarship Cornmittee; c/o Paralyzed Veterans of
America; SOl 18th si.. N.W.;
Washington, D.C. 20006: or, consult your telephone book for the
PVA Service Office or Chapter
nearest vou.
The - Paralyzed Veterans of
America. a veterans service
organization chartered by the U.S.
Congress, has for more than four
decades served the needs of its
members-all of whom have
catastrophic paralysis caused by
spinal cord injury or disease.

ART GALLERY
EXHIBIT
Students are invited to visit the
Baruch College Gallery for the exhibit, Seeing Lat in -Arnerica:
Photographic Views and Viewpoints, The show will run through
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B)' NANNETTE GORDON

The Day Session Student
Government formed a Club Visitations Committee during March,
according to Fran Gennis, executive vice president of the
DSSG.
Gennis formed this committee
which consists of 18 members of the
Day Session Student Council.
Because there are about 70 clubs at
Baruch, each student council
member is assigned from four to
five clubs. During scheduled
meetings with their assigned council
member. clubs have the opportunity to discuss their needs.
"Many clubs are not aware that
they have to get chartered. They
don't know much about what cosponsorship is or how they can get
more money by making an appeal,"
said Gennis. "Clubs should also be
aware of what is going on in the
student government."
Although it is difficult to meet
with these clubs on Thursdays
because those are the days the
DSSG meets also, council members
will call club officers to keep the
clubs posted on meeting times.
"Eventually, I would like the
clubs and council members to feel
free to communicate anything they
wish to discuss. The club officers
and council members should be able
to call each other in an informal
fashion;" said Gennis.
Though this committee formation is recent and not all the clubs
have been reached, there has been
feedback from those clubs already
visited. With time the DSSG and
clubs hope to have a working re
lations hip.

April 22, 1988.
The Baruch College Gallery is
located on the First Floor of the
Administrative Center at 135 E
22nd 51.

CUNY CONFERENCE
ON LITERATURE
The Colloquium Committee of
the Department of Comparative
Li terat ure at the Graduate School
and University Center of the City
University of New York (CUNY
Graduate Center) is presenting a
one-day conference, YES, BUT IS
IT LITERATURE... , on Friday,
Arril 15, 1988, in their building at
33 W 42nd St. New York. NY 10036
(Tel. 2 ]2-642-2326).
The conference will provide a
forum for discussing literatures outside of the canon. bringing new approaches to marginalized areask of
literature and types of texts usually
ignored in academia. Panels
schedu led include:
-T'h e
Need
for
Legitimacy-where do we find the
canon?
-Practical approaches to
challenging t he canon
-Reading St rategies: canonical
texts from non-canonical perspectives
-Is tile avant-grade Eurocentric?
-Gay Literature - we are all at
the margins
-Film
-Science Fict ion
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Dates to Remember

March/April1988

YOLl,

THE NEW BREED OF· MBA STUDENT

Att*?"c:I
March 29

- follow Friday schedule
- deadline for filing Declaration of
Candidacy forms for day, evening
and graduate student government
elections

Tuesday

Apri I 1

Friday

April 11

Mor dav

Classes resume.

April 12

Tuesday

Debate with candidates for the
DSSG presidency at 2 p.m. In the
Oak Lounge.

Spri n g Recess
resu me Apri I 11

begins;

Tuesday

Presidential Primaries in New York.

April 27

Wednesday

Resign from classes for graduate
students.

April 29

Friday

File intent for Summer Session '88.

-Erot ica
-Detective Fiction
-Latin American texts
Papers will be presented by faculty and graduate students from institutions around the tri-state area.
The conference is organized with
support from the Graduate School
and University Center, CUNY, the
Comparative Literature Department, and the CUNY Doctoral
Students Council.

TELEPHONE
COMPANY'S
MINORITY
SCHOLARSHIP
New York Telephone has announced its 1988 New York
Telephone Minority Scholarship
Program.
The company several years ago
established a scholarship program
.to assist outstanding minority
st udents.
These young persons must be:
bona fide residents of New York
State; currently enrolled as second
semester freshmen at a school approved by the New York State
Board of Regents; enrolled fulltime and earning credits leading to a
Certificate, an Associate Degree. or
a Bachelor's Degree; and June 1987
high school graduates.
In addition. the students must
have earned at least a 2.50 grade

point average during their first
semester in school.
The postmark deadline date for
requesting a brochure/application
is May 16, 1988.

PEACE CORPS
RAISE
The Peace Corps has announced
an increase in the monthly readjustment allowance paid to Peace
Corps volunteers when they complete their service overseas.
Loret Miller Ruppe. Peace Corps
director since 1981. approved a $25
increase in the allowance earned by
Peace Corps volunteers and
trainees. The increase, to $200 a
month effective- in January, is intended to east the readjustment
process when volunteers return
home after working in a developing
country for at least two years.
Under the new rate, a volunteer
serving a two-year assignment earns
a total readjustment allowance of
$4,800. not including their training
period. One-third is given to the
volunteer just before completion of
service. with the remaining twothirds sent to his or her home in the
United States.
In addition to the readjustment
allowance, Peace Corps provides
extensive cultural, language and
technical training in the country of
service, medical and dental care,
paid vacation and living expenses.

A PARTY IN CELEBRATION OF

THE RITES OF SPRING

classes

Apri1 19

Peace Corps received $146.2
million from the Congress for fiscal
year 1988, permitting an increase in
volunteer levels and funding a
number of improvements in the
agency's worldwide operations.
Peace Corps service offers a
number of benefits to college
students who have just earned
degrees in specialty fields. It gives
them an opportunity to test the
theories and practices they learned
in the classroom. They gain a crosscultural experience in an international setting and learn another
language. In some instances, port ions of student loan obligations
can be cancelled for Peace Corps
service under legislation passed by
Congress.
A
number
of
undergraduate overseas internship
opportunities also are available.
More than 5,200 Peace Corps
Volunteers and trainees are working
in more than 60 developing coun-'
tries in grassroots. self-help projects
in agriculture. education. forestry,
fisheries. health and small enterprise development. Through Peace
Co rps , more than 120.000
Americans have served in more
than 90 developing nations since
1961.

For more information and an aflplicat ion. please call tollfree (800)
424·8580 (extension 93) or write:
Peace Corps
Room P-301, Box 717
Washington, D.C. 20526.
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THE END OF THE SEMESTER
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Open Bar, Dinner, Dancing, Entertainment and Surprise Celebrity Guests

This evening has been specially coordinated _so
you can network and mi~gle with collea~ues trom
universities and colleges In the metropolitan area,

•
•
•

Colombia
Baruch
Fordham

•
•

•

•

New York University
Pace
Hunter
lona

DATE: Friday, May 20, 1988

•
•
•

St. JOh115
Brooklyn
Q1.1eens.

TIME: 8:00 P.!V1. to Midnight

PLACE: THE GRAND BALLROO!v1 at THE COLUMl\lS

584 Broadway .
(Between Houston & Prince Sts.)

$50.00 per person
Reservations Necessary

Alcoholic Beverages Served
Proper ID Required
2"1 vca rs of llgl' - NYS l.uv

"
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DSSG
(Continued from Page

~3)

want to support Jesse as individuals. tnat is
to be respected. If every member of the
OSSG supports Jesse, as individual citizens
that should be respected. It is the right of
every American to support whomever they
choose to support. However, the DSSG
went too far.

They are not supporting Jesse, as individuals. They are using the Student
Government of Baruchtl'ollege, a supposedly democratic entity, to support Jesse
Jackson. Misuse of the government, and its
responsibility of representation, "by the
people, for the people," in this way sends a
distorted message. It tells lies. It says, "All
students support the Jackson Campaign."
It's not true.
All the people do not want to vote for
Jesse. An Baruch students have not given
up their right to individualopinioi'l!. The

..AI

Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration

Jesse Jackson for President.
THE DSSG IS FOR JESSE JACKSON!
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS
FOR JESSE JACKSON!
IF YOU RB . NOT FOR JESSE. YOl.]
'ARE THE ENEMY!
IF YOU RE NOT FOR JESSE! YOU
DON'T HAVE A STUDENT GOVERNMENT!
I hope it sinks in because it is the scariest
-ideology a human being could ever face "A government by. the people, for only
those who agree with it!"

Networking is the answer to not working
Career Day
Club Hours +, April 14, 1988
12:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Administrative Center Lounge
135 E 22nd Street

is sponsoring

Topic:
Interviewing Strategies

a PRESIDENTIAL DEBA TE

Future Executive Contest
Door Prizes

for

.-

MardI 29, 1911

OP-ED
government has no right supporting
anyone - For anything.
But the DSSG has shown their true colors. They are liars and fakes. John Richards
has stated on more than one occasion, "We
are responding to the needs of the students.
The students want more services, the
students want more speakers, they want
more events."
Forget the fact, such promises have not
been delivered. Now, John Gotti
oops!-John Richards has decided along
with his cronies that all the students want

-.

First Prize: A genuine luxury car (keychain)
Second .Prize: Six pack of Perrier
Third Prize: The Elements of Style
Fourth Prize: A red bow tie

the DSSG candidates

•

on April 12, 1988
at 2 p.m.
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Speaker:
Ellen Shepherd, Director of Administration,
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange

- ""1

Meet representatives from

in the Oak Lounge,
Student Center 2nd floor

•

Get to knoUT the candidates
. Get to know the issues

ADP
Aetna

Anchin Block and Anchin, CPA
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange
Con Edison
Deloitte Haskins & Sells
Drexel Burnham & Lambert
EDS
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Fieldcrest Cannon
i\1oore Stephens & Co., CPA
Mount Sinai Medical Center

-

New York City Department of Finance
Petrie Stores
Pershing Securities
Pitney Bowes
Premier Industrial Corporation
Prudential
Proctor and Gamble
Quaker Oats
Taco Bell
Touche Ross
Xerox

.....

Business Attire Required

Rememb.er:

An Informed Vote is the Best Vote!

'f"-

Baruch/CUNY
•

•
Paxe AIO
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For All At Baruch
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the classes before the professors...
there
were several incidents where
By JACQUELINE MULHERN
students were waiting upstairs for
professors who were on line
Signs posted near the elevators i n downstairs ... that didn't make
360 Park Ave. So. and the 46 E 26th sense." He added that this excepS1. buildings which state that tion has been made for at least the
"Everyone must wait on line for the seven months he's been at Baruch.
elevators. Consideration will be
However, Vincent Iannaco, the
given to the disabled." However, associate director of Security said,
the term "everyone" does not apply "The policy reality is that everyone
"Juan [Martinez] was mistaken in to faculty and administrators at is supposed to wait on line [for the
putting the DSSG name on those Baruch.
elevators]. Sometimes a security
While dozens of students wait to guard is flexible ... It's (dependent
flyers," said Frederika Watson (USAUpper Council), chairperson of the Co- ride the elevators, many professors upon) human nature."
sponsorship Committee. "The Students walk past these lines, say "I'm a
Security guards claim that when
for Jesse Committee is not part of the professor" and go straight into the they ask many professors to wait on
DSSG. They have received no money elevato
line and show I.D. they become
The professors are excused from defensive. Some of them do compfrom us," she added.
"He [Martinez] must have put down obeying this rule so that they can ly, but others complain of harassour ·[t1te DSSG's] office because as a] get to class on time. Marty Gill, the ment to the Security Department.
member of the Council he could get assistant director for the Security
A student said, "I think they
message; and information here," said Department explains, "It was done should wait, but I guess there's
because the students were getting to nothing we can do."
r_w.;;.;;.;.atso;:.;;...n~.--------...l.--------=--=---::~~~~~
__J
throughout the aJNY system... "
Prominently displayed on top of
these flyers are "DSSG." At the bottom students are told, "Come to the office of the DSSG on the 4th floor of the
220d Street BId., and get involved in
this historical movement." These flyers
were designed by the committee
chairperson, Juan Martinez (USAUpper Council).

ten years, and at $11.35 it is considerably lower than the $50 charged to daytime students."
According to Robbins, "Evening
clubs were able to operate on their
shoe string budgets during recent
years because these activities built
up reserve funds of money left over
from a lack of involvement by evening students in the early. 19805."
She pointed out that the total
budget for the seven clubs and the
activities they sponsor amount to a
meager $40,000, and with the
reserves Robbins was able to expand the budget to $60,000. "Unfortunately," she said. "evening
clubs have gotten accustomed to the
increased funding. and these
students should not be denied their
chance at the college experience.
due to the lack of funds."
However, evening student ofI
ficials acknowledge that they may
face difficult opposition to the
evening student activity fee. "There
is always opposition when- people
are faced with paying more

a

Regardless of the difficulty faced
with motivating these overburdened
students with extra curricular activities. evening student leaders
stress that participation is
widespread. Donkor assessed that
the ESSA is "doing the best we can
to do things which are beneficial to
evening students." Robbins added
that 4 'these services are taken advantage of at different levels. Some
.tudents plan the events, while
others simply attend them."
The ESSA has currently obtained
125 signatures of the necessary 400.
Will the petition be successful'?
The attitude runs the gamut from
an evening marketing student who
asked. "Day students have these activities. so why can't we?" to upper
senior Steve Wolfe. who shrugged
"I doubt it."

I

I

I

I
I

THANK YOU
FOR· BECOM1NG· A
CARD. CARRYING MEMBER
OF THE HUMAN RACE!

money, " conceded ESSA president
Kwasi Donkor. Joe Burnett, a day
student who is editor of the The
. Reporter the evening newspaper,
stated "there is tremendous apathy
among these students, who have to .
hold full-time jobs and have
families to take care of. They simply don't have the time to get involved in activities." Burnett's point
was illustrated by the fact that only
two members of The Reporter's
staff are evening session students.

Baruch College Blood Drive--Spring 1988
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Educaid offers savings
on deferred SLS and
PLUS loans

JO

CAPPED AT GRAD SAVES YOU MONEY! If you choose to defer
your payments, the interest will accrue and be added to the
principal (capitalized). EDUCAID capitalizes only ONCE when you
graduate or drop below halt-time. YOU DON'T PAY INTEREST ON
INTEREST while you are in school-a substantial savings to you

ON

The

See the Financial Aid administrator at your college for eligibility
intorrnation. And then call EDUCAID.
201-EDUCAID or (201) 686-0101
Toll free N Y and N J :

IR l'l{

1-800-338-5616

Ellen Ackrish
Jon Adler
SamAhn
Ntina Apostolou
Donna Applegate
Neida Aragones
Marie Arensman
Anthony Ariano
Louisa Attilo
Sandra Avalos
Carl Aylman
Irene Azar
Christina 8anoff
Gail Beach
Howard Berkenfeld
C. Bevilacqua
L. Bieniewicz
Michael Bigger
Irene Biggs
Shifra .Blachorsky
Ainsley Soisson
Lucille Bonaventure
Anne Bonner
Judith Cabrera
Melpo Caravolas
Jimmv .CarteJ .
Peter Castro
Grant Chan
Raphael Chan
Sung Chang
Joel Cohen
Joyce Cohen
Richard Cole
John Colon
William Comeau
Junior Constable
Robert Cotter
Lucesita Cruz
Vincent O'Amore
Christine 0' Antony
Stephen Davison
Christopher Demers
Michael Dempsey
Valerie Donnelly
Douglas Drohan
Mary Du
Andrea Duncan
Sara Elyshevitz
Ann Enright
Anthony Estrada
Jon Feldman
Reinaldo Fernandez
Jesse Ferro
William Ferus

Thomas Frazier
Zev Fried
Mildred Garcia
Abraham George
Robert Georgia
Francois Georgiadis
Yanet German
Lisa Gtass
Andrew Gordon
John Greco
Renee Greene
Ronald Guzman
Patrick Hackenberg
John Haugh
Martina -Hesse
Bruce Higgins
Tabatha Howard
Daniellecampo
Alexander Itan
Margaret Jackson
Gail Jamison
Despina Jasonidou
Evelyn Jimenez
Lissette Jimenez

Steven Jimenez
.Sauute.LJot)nsQn_
Warren Jones
Janice Judge
David Karic
Venci Karlic
Kostas Katsaudakis
Jordan Katz
Heather Kearney
.Michael Kelleher
Gail Kellman
Karen Ann Kennedy
Michael Kenney
Antoine Kerhull
Vijay Khubchandani
Joseph Kij
Susan Kliavkoff
Lisa Kortright
Maria Koutalides
Lisa Lafayette
Michael Lashinsky
Peter Lazarcheck
Bertram Leacock

Donna Lee
Adrienne Leinwand
Dolores Leone
Fay Lester
George Leung
Sarah Leve
Mark Levine

Merton Lewis
Helen Liao
Michael Limuti
Raymond Lo
C. Locicero
Victoriano Lopez
Rachel Lorenzo
Theresa Ludwicki
Angelo Lugo .
Thuy-Nhi Luong
Karen Luxton
Christine Lydon
Laharoon Machdoomi
Charles Malerich
Rosemary Manoni
Richard Mark
Mary Martin
E. Martinez, Jr.
David McQuillan
Miguel Mendez
Judith Miller
Edward Mills
Roger Millsap
Caitlin Mollison
Jsmy-Mui
.__ .J~' Nathan_.. _
MadefiAe Nestoo
Jennielynn Nolan
Edmond O'Brien
J. O'Keefe-Bazzoni
George Ohl
Maria Ortiz
Linda Ouimet
Domenick Palazzo
W. Papaioannou
Sabrina Parker
Robert Passarella
Mubin Patni
Daniel Patzer
Joann Perez
Susan Perez
AI Piatkowski
Rosemarie Picarelli
Teresa Quick
Elvira Ramos
Jorge Ramos
Nick Rappo
Pierre Ratel
Walter Reichman
Angela Reyes
Stuart Richman
Joey Rivera
Greg Roberts
Michael Roche
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The Greater New York
Blood Program
The CIty Uni"ersity of NewYork

Student Activities Center

Felicity Rogers
Denise Romanello
Howard Rosenwald
Terence Rowland
Jorge Sanchez
William Sawyer
Holly Anne Schmidt
Tanya Scott
Mavish Shah Aediracak Sheich
Jeannette Shuck
Hemant Shugh
Janice Sileo
Rose Silva-Dubitsky
John Silvestre
Jelena Simunovic
Michael Skriloff
Edward Smith
Mary So
Gregory Soffer
Cynthia Soler
Glen Spangler
Norman Storer
Gloria Tambrille
Carmen Taveras

. L. T chokl>-Q~HlPVQ_.
Slephefl' Tesonero
Clement Thompson
Weiber Tien
Miguel .Tobar
Abraham Tu
Tammy Vaughn
Tony Wang
Deborah Weberman
Stephen Wertheimer
Paul Wilson
Renda Win
Stefanie Wisselman
Steve Won
Ching Woo
Julie Wyckoff
Kit Ling Yeung

Thenckler
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Baruch Goes West...
But Why Wyoming?

RATHER NOT:
DAN TAKES A CHUNK
OUT OF THE CHIPMUNKS
ALVIN
BITES
BACK
•
By STARK KENT

"

1IIIiiI~ - ·on

'WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER

the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE

\·'VE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABORTIO
BERVICES. OUR CENTER, A· MODERN N.Y. STATE
LICENS~D FACILITY, OFFEFtS EXPERT CARE BY
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.

COI'JCERT AND DANCE CLUa
1 8 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITIED

- - CELEBRATE - -

PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS

_I)_INti ,altEAII -__
in Ft. Lauderdale
10 A.M. - 6 P.M. - POOlSIDE PARTIES

CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC.
10 EAST 21st STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010

live D.J. Emceeing Poolside Contest • Water Volleyball Tournament
Free Beer Chug Relays • Free T-Shirt Refays • The Deily Flop Contest
and climo x the day with . . .
The Wettest. Wet T-Shirt Contest featured in Playboy Mogozine

BLUE CROS~ AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVtRS
MEDICAID - VISA - MASTER CHARGl:
ALL SERVICES

Cosh Prizes • Free T-Shirts • and other giveaways
Summers Gomes And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On Sale!! -

7 P.M. - tJ P.M. - COllEGE HAPPY HOU_
::UNY ~~.!<1\JARD B;.nUCH PARTY

*

TUESDAY-,

APRIL

5,_29~f..

FREE SPRING DREAK '88 T·SH/AT WITH PAID ADMIS510N FOR
ADOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS DuWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND cS O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE I. D.

ALL BAR f?RINK5 AND DRAFT BEER - $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

DONORS

EVE"'IIGS

WANTED

SUMMERS

St=~TH~!·. 'Nul

be usee 'or artlticla' .nsermnanon
for c ouotes Nno C3""'Ot ~:we cnucren cue :0
~ale nternllty. ~II a0:"10r rvoes are oeeceo
20nor5 Nil! be tUllv scree"e~ aoc testeo
~c:;~c~eo coocrs are pale

For more information call:
ICANT LASORATORY: 935-1430
.~

..

. . .. . .. .. . .

. cunv

on the beach presents

.. "FURY"

Ft. Lauderdale's finest Rock·n Roll bond nightly
Pi US 6 Bars to Serve You
. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. ...... . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .

BERNArD D)\!:{UCH PAHrry

*

In an effort to ease the squalid
conditions of an aging and overcrowded campus, Baruch officials
nave purchased 115.9 acres of
farmland on the outskirts of
Cheyenne, Wyoming. According to
Bugsy Siegal, president of the College and renowned film critic, the
. iand which contains two ·barns·and
three -silos was purchased for a
whopping $400 million from farmer
Billy Bob Turnbull. Siegal added
that "We at CUNY feel that
Cheyenne is the future business
capitol of the U.S., so that fact "that
we paid only about $398 million
over the fair market value will be
amortized long before New York
sinks into the ocean. We've just
closed on the deal, so it should be
open as planned-for the spring
semester of 2058."
Chief academic officer and
pervert PatIo Eclair echoed Siegal's
enthusiasm on the proposed project. "It's like such a cool idea. Accountancy, marketing, English, and
statistics courses Wl11 be given in
Cheyenne, while the rest of the
disciplines will be taught in New
York," he exclaimed. Eclair added
that "We have the full support of a
wide range of politicians including
Mayor Edward I. Koch, Manhatten
Borough President David Dinkins,
and Cheyenne Mayor Slim
Pickens."
When asked of his opinion of the
plan, Koch stated, "Aaah, urn, uh,
it's a damn good plan in my opinion. Uuuuuh, well, of course, it
makes a lot of urn sense to urn ah
locate aah outside of the urn ah city;
if you desire to urn ah get an educa-

TUE~DAY,

.. .. ..

APP-IT., 5,

. .. . .. .

'8

.

s

ONE fR££ BAR DRINK OR DRAn OR son DRINK - GOOD FROM 7 P.M. . 6 P.M. NIGHTlY
(LIMIT OH£ P(R CUSTOMER>
SulTllTlE'rs on (he Oeoch ·2195 Atlantic D/vd ·Fc louderoaJe Florida ·(.)O~) 462·8976
(I o~ctE"d J~ blo<k nonh of las Otos OJ"d on A 1 A)
ADMISSION POLICY, 18 Y<-ors Or Older
' . . • (lIP M.J[' SAVE. . • . . - . . . • . . " . " • " • • • • • _ . . • • " • • • • Ct IP AND SAVE. ••••

~tI~.:_:·.... ,~~.~.,..~if4~

CBS Evening News anchorman plicated the three rodents on
Dan Rather has done it again!! No December 21, 1987 during a taping
sooner does he live down his on-the- of a Chipmunk Christmas Special
air altercation with Vice-President and police officials later charged
George Bush and Rather ripped in- them with attempted murder and
to and verbally assaulted Alvin, assaulting Mr. Snuffleupogous, a
Simon, and Theodore, the colorful key witness in the Chipmunk case.
and happy Walt Disney chipmunks, DEA officials also raided the
during a live interview on the CBS neighborhood of Make Believe's
Evening News last night.
Castle of King Friday on February 9
The Chipmunks were being inter- and discovered that it was a multiviewed by Rather at approximately million dollar crack-house and
7:17 p.m. and the verbal abuse refining station run by Alvin,
began shortly thereafter. The Chip- Simon, and Theodore. The chipmunks, who are currently co- munks are also.being accused of exdefendants being indicted on illegal torting money from
the
weapon and d rug trafficking neighborhood of Make Believe
charges plus five counts of attemp- trolley and shaking down Mr.
ted murder, assault, and extortion, McFeeley, the neighborhood's
were being interviewed from their jovial mailman who made the catRiker's Island cell block in regards chphrase "speedy delivery, speedy
to their upcoming trial that, if delivery" a household one. Offound guilty, could land the animal ficials recently- linked the Chiptional experience within the urn trio behind bars for close to 75 munks to the gangland slaying of
New York vicinity." Hizzoner add- years. Rather blasted the Chip- The Cookie Monster and Grover,
ed that he too was involved in the munks for being regular suppliers reputed Sesame Street drug
new campus efforts. HI brought in of he~oin, cocai~e, and "crack" to kingpins.
Mischa Goss aah urn a superb urn prormnent Sesame Street and Mr.
a educator t~ umacs as whatayacatl- - Roger's ~eighborhood puppets,
With aU that as fue\. fex the fire.
urn assistant dean of the Cheyenne ~ther went on to ch~ge Alvin, Rather carne out slugging, calling
camp~__~y~elf--=~~
. _ ___ ~
. ~un..o n, and T_he0C!-~re ~h attemp~~ the ChipJuwlb '''diltjLJm'' Wh"O
However former City Council ung fo m.l!~ae~s:car tneGro uCJ1 dese 't 11 ~~. =:Y:::: --- -. f r
!."~..
•
Kermit the Fro Fozzy Bear and
rYe 0 . ave tflelr n~ paIR u president Carol Bellamy raised the E '
d Be 8h,
h : a1'
Iy crushed In a heavy-duty rat-trap.
questions of how students would be edrn~ abn
rt2W
OSPlt IZ- Alvin then told Rather that he
g ~ wered
m
transported between campuses and d
e. rduaryed b hrod d[Uf overi would rip his heart out and shove it
where students who attend classes
os~ In calucI d ,~t ek,~a y orm 0
so far up his ass that doctors will
. Ch
ld resid "It'
cocaine
e
erac .
h
li
h. f
h d i
In .
eyleEnnded.wou rhesl e
IS ,a
Big Bird, who worked secretly haveht? hlsten tbe° IS ore ea Just dto
l·
typica
re Koc
pan.
t s
" h Dr E f A '
ear IS eart at. Rat h er respon ludicrous, how on earth did this wit
ug n orcernent gents, im- ed quickly to the Alvin remark, callplan ever get passed?" Bellamy asked. When reached for comment on 1-Bellamy's statements, Koch denied
involvement in the plan. And he
said, "Donnie Manes, Mario
Biaggi, Stanley Simon and Tammy
Faye Baker were the corrupt forces
behind the plan." Hizzoner added,
"Take what that idiot says with a
grain of salt. Who's mayor anyway, .I. I
D
uh?" Bellamy then responded back,
'~I know he is, but what am I?
Nevertheless, despite the conmembers. However, he added that
By TACKY MULWORM
troversy surrounding the project,
the
club's outreach to ·the Baruch
contracts have been awarded to
Baruch students often complain community is far greater because
construction companies to build the
new campus. Among the firms they do not have enough time to the members share answers with
awarded contracts were Rocky prepare for tests, term papers, etc. their friends.
"Cement Shoes" Hodges & Sons & They wish there were an easier way
The club's motto is "Cheat your
Brothers & Uncles & Cousins Com- to get their school work- done. The way to a successful life." Although
mercial Construction and Human CO-Operative Educational Society he declines to reveal his sources,
Removal Corp of Gravesend, was formed to solve this problem.
Boesky swears his information is
Brooklyn, and the Wedtech ConThe Society distributes copies of true. "If I told you how or where I
struction Division of the South upcoming exams and teaches get the info, there'd be no reason to
Bronx. Future deans Mischa Goss techniques for writing papers join the club."
and Felix Botso have also both quit without doing research. Its goal is ...their jobs as clerks in the Bethseda, to eliminate the need for students to
Maryland Seven-Il.
study.
Dennis Levine Boesky, the president of the Society, explained why
he founded it: "I carne here to get
an easy BBA in Finance. Man! I
The Day Session Studen t
couldn't believe it! They (the pro- Government's Cardigan Committee
fessors) make you do homework. I has acquired the services of noted
said 'Oh S-t!' I gotta do clothes designer Calvin Klein to
somethin'...so I started the club."
design custom-made sweaters for
Although the society was just government members. ACcording to
started this term, it has become the the latest council minutes, the 35
most popular club in the school. Its silk/wool blend sweaters will be
luxurious Fifth Floor headquarters purchased at a cost of S2S0 each for
in the Student Activities Center are a total cost of $8750. TIle" sweaters
always jammed with students. will be paid for using student activiBoesky estimated the club has 3,000 ty fee money. Said one uniden•
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CHEAT YOUR WAY
""'0 A SUCCE'C'C'VUL
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ing the trio "gravy-sucking pigs"
who cause decent Americans to
vomit violently. After that Simon
said, "I'll rip out your eyes and piss
on your brain you rump-wrangling
faggot!!" Rather took Simon's
threat seriously because it was DDt
long ago that Theodore, on orders
from Simon, ripped the head off of
the McDonaldland Grimmace and
s-t down his neck.
Mickey Mouse,
the head mouse
,
at Walt Disney Productions, said
the Chipmunks were released from
their new contract in January. "It's
not the policy of Disney to employ
killer Chipmunks," Mickey said.
Chipmunks Chip and Dale have
since taken over the Chipmunks
busy schedule. "We're happy to
finally be getting the exposure we
deserve," said Chip at a recent
press conference. "We never
thought those Chipmunks were
really that good." Rather also
pointed out that the Chipmunks
were arrested in October for
assaulting, robbing and raping
Donald Duc~'s girlfriend Dai'sy
Dnc;k
-

~._---

_._..------
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CBS News was swamped with
calls last nigl1t praising Rather~
candidness with the"chipmunk scum.
Rather said, "I'm not a rude per:son, but hell, those Chipmunks
really get my goat!!" Jury selection
on the Chipmunk Case begins next
week.
_

Boesky brags that "We've
become the-most important club in
the school." Many students agree
with him.
Upper freshman Ima Retard explained that: "Before I, uh, joined
the Society, I, like-you
know-didn't know how much fun
school couId be•.. It's changed my
life, you know, duh ..." Retard had
flunked her basketweaving studits
class at a community college and
thought there was no hope to tum
her life around. But after she joined
the Society, her GPA zoomed to3.5. She now plans to be an accountant and hopes someday to work for
the City government.
Boesky says Retard's success is
very common. He encourages
anyone who wants to painlessly improve their grades to stop by.
-

Nothing. comes between the
DSSG~andtheir Csloins
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tifled, excited government memba',
"These sweaters are one-of-a-kind
editions designed especially for us,
although they will start to be sold to
the public next winter." A
spokesperson for Calvin Klein said
that the sweaters are "unique" and
wiH be advertised in Vogue and
Gentleman "$ Quarterly starting in
September. A DSSO Evening Wear
Committee is currently being form..

ed.
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I remember it well, how I was before IT
happened to me. I was not expecting IT. I
was not prepared for IT. I never really
thought about IT happening to me. I
remember the carefree moments before IT
happened very well. I had just come home
from a normal day of school and work, put
my coat on the usual chair. I sat down to
open the mail, asI usually do. Then, IT
happened. I came across a letter in an
envelope from Baruch. I imagined IT was a
letter asking me to. give blood, or the
registrar reminding me about summer
classes, or perhaps the financial aid department telling me to file my forms. How 1
lat~r
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TEACHER SEASON
NOW OPEN
By N. IOLATE
Well sports fans of Baruch, it's that time
of year again. It's the season that we
aD wait for with baited breath. Yes.. that's
right teachers are in season once again.
Students all over the country are rejoicing
about the return of this exciting sport. Even
now the first teachers are being hunted and
shot.
Teacher hunting has gathered tremendous popularity ever since teachers were
nationally established as legal prey in 1975.
As any veteran reacher hunter will tell you,
there is something about waiting behind a
water cooler for a science teacher with
plaid pants and thick gasses to come around
a corner so you can nail him between the
eyes with your trusty rifle. The teacher
(Scholoastici Boringus) is the preferred prey
of 3 out of 4 students, ranking wen over
bus-drivers and ~reat aunts.

~

Whether witb the more common .30-.30
Ibotgun or the less conventional crossbow,
students of all ages will soon be out in
droves, pursuing their favorite breeds of
teacher. The preference in teachers tend
to be regional. In the West, the most valued
are math teachers. prided for their stealth,
Meanwhile, the East seems to choose
- .....isb and science teachers. calling. them
- - qaicker and "harder to pick off from a
elMs room window," as stated by veteran
ta.cher hunter, Robert Burns, whose living
room is adorned with mounted teacher

heads.
This highly satisfying sport has an allure
for students of all kinds. Timothy Burges, a
third grader, age 7, says, "At first I was
skeptical.but this is gonna be my first year
hunting and I'm excited. I wanna bag a big
Math Teacher." For old-time hunters there
is a continued thrill in the wide array of
selection to choose from. The nearmaddening challenge of the rare
Psychology and Gym Teachers entice such
professional hunters as Mark Callahan,
captain of our own Baruch Hunt Club,
Callahan says "Sometimes I've tracked a
teacher to r hours t hr o ugh
the
dimly lit halls of Baruch before locating
him and blowing his brains out. It's an
amazing feeling. It's like ya get to know the
teacher personally. Ya know, first ya hate
'em, then ya respect 'em and then ya kill
'em. Ain't this country great?"
Teacher hunting is an intersting experience and should be tried at least once.
The Baruch Hunt Club, currently the most
populated club in Baruch, always welcomes
new members. As Freshman member of the
club, Eddie Neary, says, "I think it's fantastic, I just started last year and now
teacher hunting is one of my favorite pasrtimes. NOW 1 love getting out there and giving the old Teacher - call - Higher wages...
Higher wages." So get out there students
and shoot a teacher, for sport, for fun, or
just for the hell of it. HAPPY
HUNTING!!!

I

Winfield
Arrested
8y DEE STRUcnON

The well-respected New York Yankee
star. Dave Winfield. was arrested yesterday, and will face criminal charges on two
counts. The first is the alleged beating and
near death of George Steinbrenner, the
Yankee's owner. Winfield was reported as
"running angrily towards Steinbrenner's
office with baseball bat in hand," one eyewitness said. When the security. guards
finally arrived, they found Steinbrenner lying on the floor with severe wounds, yelling, "You're fired! You're fired! Get the
press. I must see the press!"
The second charge held against Winfield.
was seagull-slaughter in the first degree.
Winfield took one of Steinbrenner's planes
, and flew to Toronto for a seagull slaughter
which will go down in Toronto records for
years to come. Winfield confessed to killing
at least three dozen. When questioned during his arrest, Winfield commented, cal
didn't like the idea of being traded to a
bleeping scrubby Bluejay team. Then after l
took care of George. I. thought about the
fans at Toronto. I felt it was my duty to gel
revenge. I killed a seagull for every 'Boo' I
heard there." With this Winfield became
violent and had to be taken away in a straitjacket.
The Yankee owner was taken to the Winfield Memorial Hospital. He claims that he
was given exceptionally bad service. He was
forced to wait in the emergency'room for
five hours before he was finally admitted.
Steinbrenner was not available for comment because of surgical difficulty. While
stitching a cut on his lip, the doctors accidentally stitched' his ~outh together!!!

I

By STARK KENT

Unified Heavyweight Boxing Champion
Mike Tyson was literally brought to his
knees last night as he was the recipient of
two rounds of brutal punishment administered by number one contender Herve
Villechaize. Villechaize, who played the
short but sweet midget side-kick to Ricardo
Monralban on Fantasy Island. dropped the
champ after only two rounds of boxing at
the Fantasy Island Civic Center.

The knockout astonished everyone in the
arena including Mike Tyson's new bride
Robin Givens, who immediately-slapped
the champ with divorce papers. "I don't be
wanting to stay married to a guy who can't
:CYeD beat a· shrimpo midget," -said GiVens.
VilJecbaize delivered a flurry of punches.
to 1)5on's lower legs and ankles. dropping
the ef1ampion to his knees and enabling
"Killer Herve" (as- he is now called) to
pound Tyson into submission. Tyson
fought wildly to hold off the illusive little
imp, but the champ couldn't lay a glove on
him. "I dunno what happened" ~ Tyson
said. "He was just so small, I couldn't lay a
glove on him." At the end .of the round
.Tyson's knees. were bloody. He had a cut
over his left ankle and blood was
everywhere. "I knew that if I kept hitting
his knees he'd fall sooner or later," said
Killer Herve. '·1 had to drop him before de
plane, de plane arrived."
Yesterday a crowd of 200 reporters and
photographers looked on as Tyson and
Villechaize weigIJed in. Tyson a fit 216~
pounds was no match, however, for the 3ft.
imp who weighed in at a trim 78 pounds.

Tyson

is sc:hedllied for a rematch, but not
before Killer Herve takes on Richard MoD
(Bull Shannon from Night Court), Andrethe Giant, Sylvester Stallone, aDd Hulk
Hogun.

wished IT v.oas one of those. No. rrnrcb

to my horror IT was a letter from the Office
of Career Services of the School of Business
and Public Administration. Why, you ask,
aid thislettei-ierJ1fy'me?Wen~IT informed .
me that my time was coming!
In short, the letter said that I should
begin preparing my resume, that I might be
eligible for on-campus recruiting! Me? I've
only taken four classes in my major! I don't
have a suit and I don't know how to write a
resume!
I have a feeling I am not the only student
in Baruch who received that letter _This column is for all those others who got IT when
I did and those who will get IT very soon. (I
am afraid those who are graduating this
term are beyond help.)
However, for students like me, juniors or
below, there is time to prepare, for their impending career search. There will be a
career dav on Thursday. April 14 on the third
floor, 137 E. 22nd S1. from 12:45 to 3.30
p.m. That is a good place to begin becoming familiar with job interviewing techniques. Also, students can find out more
about the on-campus recruit program.
As my dreaded letter says, the on-campus
recruiting program offers students the opportunity to investigate careers in business
industry and government through individual interviews with employers visiting
the campus. Students wishing to participate
in the on-campus recruiting program must
attend three orientation sessions. The sessions cover resume writing and interviewing. Communications (dress and etiquette)
and library and job search strategies.
Students who do not participate in oncampus recruiting will still find these
workshops valuable, in preparing for a job
hunt.
Students graduating in the fall should be
aware that the workshops being offered this
term are the only ones before fall recruitment. Therefore, attendance is mandatory
for students who want to participate in fall
recruiting. Lists of the firms recruiting for
fall 1988 will be posted on the bulletin
boards. Students are advised to check
periodically for changes and announcements.
..
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Poison For Sale:
American Business and the Third World
On the way to your accounting class, you
glimpse a photocopy lost among others on
one of the bulletin boards. There's a drawing of a girl in front of a field and holding a
piece of fruit. The poster tells yo~ to "be
aware" of something, but you're already
ten minutes late to class.
By the end of your class you've forgotten
it, but the next day after you watch All My
Children in the Alley Lounge you see the
display on the wall. Here's the original
drawing of the girl, and you take time to
read that "Awareness Week" is about
"The International Trade of Dangerous
Chemicals and Pills with Third World
Countries." There will be films shown on
March 8 and ~ and a symposium on the
10. Sure. with four midterms corning lip.
you're going to give up what free time you
have to discover another problem to worry
about.
On your way to microeconomics you see
a black button that shouts at you in gold
capitals, "Be Aware! March 7-11, 1988."
You feel the same fleeting moment of guilt
you get when you ignore someone begging
on the subway. But you think to yourself
lha~ ~our hardclasses, a pan-time job
and trouble at home it's hard enough to
keep your life together without saving the
world as well.
.. _
_ .
The-~ odds are that if .you noticed the
posters at all it went something like the
preceding story. Even if all three events
were attended by as many students as the

By GLEN J. SPANGLER
rooms could have held, that would have
represented only a tiny fraction of Baruch's
population.
The Foreign Trade Society presented
"Awareness Week" this month from
March 7-11. Its purpose was to inform the
Baruch Community of the practices of
American companies which sell pesticides
and medicines banned or restricted in the
U.S. to Third World nations.
As it happened, the Foreign Trade Society cancelled at least one of the four film
screenings because "no one showed up." It
seemed that half of the few students at the
afternoon showing of "For Export Only:
Pesticides" just happened to be in I he Alley
Lounge studying or resting.
The main event, the symposium on
March 10 in R()()111 1201. 360 Park Ave.
So., was undeniably a success, but it should
be noted that a great many of the students
there were brought or sent by teachers.
"For Export Only: Pesticides" explained
that it's perfectly legal to make and sell
DDT, lindane, endrin, dialdrin, dioxin and
"fMher~~.pesticideseaaned.or restricted -here,
as long as they're not sold to Americans.
Many of these chemicals, says the film.
have .caused.c.cancer, .. birlh .defecis, blindness, sterility- and death. Yet. many
American companies, including Mobil and
Union Carbide, sell them to Third World
countries whose governments are often

unable or unwilling to protect their citizens.
These companies don't adequately warn the
farmer or the foreign government of the
risks associated with the product or the
precautions that should be taken when using t he product. and in fact the consumer and print warnings and directions
only in English. To top it off, according to
the film, we get some of the dangerous
pesticides back on our imported food. The
film was released in 1981, but it was made
clear at the symposium that the problem is
far from solved.
"For Export Only: Pills" made similar
claims about domestically banned and
restricted medicines. It's hard to find someone who's seen it.
And indeed the symposium gave far more
attention to the pesticides. Mr. Paul
Belford of the Pharmeceutical Manufacturers' Association was not called upon to
do much speaking aside from his opening
speech. in which he said that the sub-title of
"Awareness Week" should have been "The
International Trade of Potent Chemicals
and Pills with Third World Countries." not
" ... Dangerous ... " Belford devoted almost
the entire speech to the good being done or
arrernpred with Amerialn

~ lH'Il/Jal'ld-.

the world and did little to answer the
charges facing his industry.
.
. _. _
. The others who spoke were Dr. Michael
Hansen. an agroecologist and lobbyist; Ms.
Phyllis Lee of the United Nations and Dr.
See "A wareness " on Page B .3

SEEING LATIN AMERICA
THROUGH THE CAMERA'S LENS
By JERRY TAN

IG H T NEW YORK photographers focus on Latin
America in the Baruch College
Gallery in an exhibit entitled, Seeing Latin
America: Photographic Views and Viewpoints. The exhibition features the work of
renowned photojoumalists such as Susan
Meiselas and Eugene Richards. The 48
photograph presentation emphasizes the
disparate cultures, panoramas, and landscapes of modem Latin America, with a
clear accent on-her societies in tumultuous
transformation, her volatile political situation.
Director Katherine Crum: "You'll see a
whole series of photographs taken in
Nicaragua and there are pictures of people
in
front
of old paintings of
Sandino... Eugene Richards' photograph
shows Contras being trained by American
military in Nicaragua...a large section is
devoted to the political atmosphere, in Latin
America ... but there are other sections,
too."
Th-e guest curator, Dr. Eloise Quinones
Keber, relates her view, "The exhibit
evokes some sense of the look of Latin
America, its people and landscapes, the
contrasts between rich local traditions and
ways of life and the impact of social change
and development."
Roman Catholicism is deeply rooted in
Latin America. The Spaniards imported the
religion of Europe with their arrival in the
early sixteenth century. Today, the people
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(who are either European, Indian, a mixture of both: mestizo, or African) are very
religious and their culture supports it with
an environment where the Church thrives.
In fact. separation of the Church and state
was a very recent phenomenon in Latin
America; and in certain countries still, the
Church wields significant political power.
Although the way of life and the impact
of rapid social change is a highlight, the exhibition simultaneously "proVldes a
dramatic and intimate look at the political

upheaval that has focused the world's attention on Central America," notes Dr.
Quinones Keber.
In the earlier part of this century, after
one hundred years of independence for
most Latin American rq>abfics, there was a
movement away from an agricultural based
economy towards one of an industrial based economy. Multinational corporations
had a share in causing this, which eventual-

See "Latin A metica" on Page B4
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SPRING BREAK IN NEW YORK
A GUIDE fOR A POOR MAN'S VACATION
By DIANE LEPPEK

Dyckman House Museum

Spri ng Break is here!
Are you depressed because you are stuck·
at home while your friends are on their way
to sunny Florida, maybe even Europe or the
Bahamas? While they are soaking up the
sun, will you be working? It doesn't have to
be all that bad.
One of the reasons for living in the NYC
area (besides Baruch of course) is there is
just so much to do and explore.
Like physical activity? Go ice skating,
jogging? bicycling, play handball, softball,
baseball, football. The city is filled with
parks. Go fly a kite, it will be fun.
Like culture? Go to the museums,
See Picasso or the blue whale in the
Museum of Natural History or g() to the
Guggenheim; how about seeing the
dinosaurs? Go to the opera, or Broadway,
or a movie, even a poetry reading. NYC is
filled with little nooks and crannies where
people are expressing themselves waiting to
be heard.
So what about the nightlife? You can't
forget that. There are restaurants, and
Nathan's (great fries) and clubs, clubs,
clubs. Go to a new one, one just opened on
Fifth Avenue around 21st or 22nd Street.
Jt's so new I don't even know its name. Go
dancing, get out of the house away from
TV. It's Spring Break! Enjoy it!
Listed below are some of the things
Manhattan has to offer. But don't forget
the Boroughs. There's plenty in them too.
Go to Coney Island, Brighton Beach, the
Aquarium,

the

Bronx

Zoo,

(Continuedfront Page Bll

Built in 1784, this Dutch colonial-style
farm-house holds the distinction of being
the only remaining farmhouse in Manhattan.
Broadway & 204th St., 304-9422

£1 Museo del Barrio
This museurn is devoted exclusively to the
culture and arts of Puerto Rico and Latin
.America.
1230 Fifth Ave., 831-7272

Frick Collection
An outstanding collection of European
masters, from the 14th to the 19th centuries
is on display.
70th St. bet. Madison & 5th Aves.,
288-0700

General
Memorial

Grant

National

Tomb of Ulysses S. Grant and his wife,
the Memorial also includes exhibits relevant
to Grant's life as both general and president.
Riverside Dr., at 122nd sr., 666-1640

International
Photography

Center

of

This museum is dedicated solely to the
history and progress of the world of

nightclubs, shops, restaurants. and the
half-price TKTS booth.
Intersection of Broadway & Seventh Ave.

United Nations Headquarters
_____Fr~ tic1<~t_~a[ea\,~labJ~_on afirst-come,
first-served basis when the General
Assembly and Councils are in session.
First Ave. bet. 45th & 46th Sts., 963-1234
Group reservations, 963-4440

American

Meadows Park, Shea and Yankee Stadium.
So remember, if you have a boring spring
break...don't blame NYC.

'Mu~uenJ

of Natural

Histo~y

Permanent exhibits include Halls of
Asian Peoples, Pacific Peoples, Man in
Africa, American Indians, and many more.
Central Park West at 79th St., 769-5100

Central Park
Covering 843 acres. this is one of the
most famous Manhattan landmarks. The
park includes a variety of attractions. such
as the Children's Zoo, model yacht pond,
carousel, Wollman Rink, two lakes and the
Delacorte Theatre.
59th to 11 Oth Sts., 397-3 I 56

American Museum-Hayden
Planetarium
Sky shows and a laser rock show are

among the highlights; museum features
astronomical exhibits.
Central Park West at 81st St., 769-5920

The Cloisters
This branch of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art is devoted exclusively to medieval an
and architecture. Call for schedule.
Fon Tryon Park, 923-3700

Asia Society Gallery
Lincoln Center for rill" Perforrrin2 Arts.

Guggenheim Museum

Home of the most impressive decorative
arts collections in the country, this museum
is part of the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of Design.
5th Ave. at 91 st St.. 860-6898

-

A church reflected in the ga_ windOM ()f a downtown building.

FJushing

Cooper-Hewitt Museum

--.-' .

Designed by Frank Lloyd Wright , this
unusual building contains modern paintings
and sculpture.
1071 5th Ave.. & 89th St., 360-3500

photography:
Fifth Ave. at 94th St., 860-1777

Jewish Museum
The museum includes many historical exhibits relating to Jewish art and culture.

lincoln Center for the Performing ArtsThe Center is home to Avery Fisher Hall and the New York Philharmonic; Alice Tully Hall and the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center; the Metropolitan Opera
House; the New York Public Library at
Lincoln Center; the New York State
Theater. featuring the New York City
Opera and the New York City Ballet; and
the Vivian Beaumont Theater and the
Juilliard School.
140 65th St., 877-1800

St. Patrick's Cathedral
This cathedral, one of the finest examples
of Gothic architecture in the country, is
also the seat of the Archdiocese of New
York.
Fifth Ave. & 50th St., 753-2261

Times Square
The theatrical center of the city. Times
Sq uare includes Broad way t heat ers,

Times Square.
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Changing exhibits, plus' the John D.
Rockefeller Asian art collection are on
display.
725 Park Ave. at 70th Sr., 288-6400

The Belvedere
Located in Central Park, this castle
serves as a learning center for children and
adults, and includes j.rograms that are both
educational and entertaining.
Central Park near 79th sr.. 772-0210
Events. 360-1333

loeb Boathouse
Available rentals include 100 rowboats
and one Venetian gondola for use in Central Park Lake; bicycle rentals.
Central Park near E. 72nd St., 288-7281

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Exhibits on display cover all historic
periods of art, from ancient civilizations to
the present.
82nd S~. & Fifth Ave .• 535-7710

Statue of liberty
National Monument
In celebration of its looth birthday. this
grand 152-foot figure was restored to its
origi nal beauty. The Circle Line/Statue of
Liberty Ferry departs from Battery Park
seven days a week.
Liberty Island, 269-5755

See "Spring Break." on Page B5
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William Hollis. Director of International
Affairs for the National Agricultural
Chemicals Association.
Hollis claimed in his opening statement
and his replies to questions that the main
problem source of the problem was the
small pesticide companies with no research
facilities or scruples. If the government enforces t he existing laws on misleading labeling and deception with the small companies: and protects the big companies
from the competition of the small ones,
everything will be fine. The better equipped
and funded and more responsible big companies will police themselves and inform
foreign governments about the pesticides in
question.
All four speakers, including Hollis, often
became confusing, at times seeming to
assume a complete understanding in the audience of the inner workings of the U.S.
government and the U.N. But much was
revealed in the answers given to such questions as lCO O you think it should be legal for
American companies to export chemicals
that are banned here?" Hollis seemed surprise! that anyone would question the right
oJ A_~~_ri.~t!n.f.Q.Il1P_~!li_~s t~ ~Q_tb.!S~'!!l.d i!l__.
fact replied as if he didn't see the point of
the question. "But they aren't being used
here," he said. And if a government wants
to let in a pesticide that happens to be banned here. UWhat's not legal about that?" At
that point another student asked. ·'But
what about ethics?" and Hollis asked him
when ethics had entered into it.

Hansen, the agroeconornist , illustrated
the problems that exist. He told anecdotes
about people sitting on mounds of DDT as
they sold it, and children playing in
pesticide mist. He also pointed out that
many chemicals are presented as safe
because the risks are small when the sprayer
wears the right plastic suit over his or her
head and body. A farmer in the tropics will
not wear one, he said.
Lee brought t he recent measures taken by
the U.N. into the forefront. The Consolidated List compiled by the U.N. shows
the regulatory actions that 77 governments
have reported taking on over 600
medicines, pesticides, etc. She held up the
immense book for the audience to see and
later mentioned that the only country that
voted against writing the list was the United
States. There is also an effort going on to
begin enforcing the rule of Prior Informed
Consent. The rule states that we may not
sell a potentially hazardous chemical to a
country until its government has accepted it
in writing with full knowledge of the
danger.
Belford and Hollis are against both
measures. The information in the Consolidated Lis/ was already available, they
said, and the Lis/ presents the information
is a way that suggests that all the chemicals
listed are hazardous, and they aren't, according to the two industry representatives.
They say they are against the Prior Informed Consent rule because "sovereign nations" have the right to handle their own
affairs. Besides, says Hollis, if we make it
slow' and inconvenient getting American
chemicals, -. governments will simply get
them from other sources which may lack
facilities or responsibility.
At the reception .afterwards students asked questions of the speakers individually.
At that time Hollis told more than one student that when he or she was older and got
out into the "real world" his or her opinions would change. To one student who
asked him if we shouldn't act more responsibly in our role as a moral leader he said,
"It's a big assumption to say we're the
world's moral leader."

IT WAS 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
A FLAS HBAC-K LOO K AT
Proposed Strike Gathers
Momentum; Committee
Focuses on 'Stop the War'
Approximately seventy-five students attended a meeting called by the steering committee of the April 26 International
Student-faculty Strike to End the War in
Vietnam. Four faculty members also attended the meeting.
The faculty members were Harry Bixler
(Math.), Michael Black (Eng.), Professor
Edward Sagarin (Soc.) and David Cale
(Eng.)....
(Bixler and Black are still teaching at
Baruch. There were no bylines on the front
page news articles.)

LIU Students Hold Rallies
'To Save' Their Campus
More than 400 students and faculty from
Long Island University's Brooklyn Center
assembled at several crowded locations
yesterday in an attempt to mount support
for the drive to prevent the sale of its campus to the City University....
...At Baruch, a handful of students
representing L.I. U. distributed leaflets condemning "the murder of an urban
college. " ...

SC Reverses Rogoff Vote
Student Council reconsidered Paul
Rogoff's resignation Thursday J and ac-

THE TICKER

By GLEN J. SPANGLER
cepted it after refusing to accept it the week
before. Arthur Ainsburg '68 was appointed
to perform the functions of the treasurer.
After spending approximately two hours
tabulating their course evaluation, Council
came to order and discussed the possibility
of holding a convocation this term to commemorate the fifty years of the Baruch
SchooL. ..
(There was no DSSG or ESSA in March
1968, only the SC. The article gives no
reason for Rogoff's resignation.)

regard to the soon-to-be Baruch College....
At a time when all students should be re':'
evaluating their positions, and deciding
what they wany from the new college,
apathy has set in ...
(No comment.)

To The Editor:
~

... 1. Whereas child-beating is an immoral
act that cannot be condoned, and whereas it \
is necessary to demonstrate condemnation ~
if child-beating, and whereas a boycott (If
the Baruch School is the best way to
demonstrate this condemnation, it is resolved that a boycott of classes should be called
for May 1, 1968....
...2. Whereas dog kicking is an immoral
act, ...

A Strike For Peace...
On April 26 students and faculty
throughout the United States and the international community will strike their classes
to stop the war in Vietnam ....
... The Ticker endorses the strike against
the war in Vietnam ...

High-rise Campus Selected
For Community College

Card Rules Get Shuffle
Associate Dean of Students David
Newton has asked the Student Council to
formulate a new policy concerning cardplaying at the School. Card-playing is currently 110t allowed ...
(The Spades Club was formed last
semester and has held at least one cardplaying tournament.)

Porter Chandler, chairman of the Board
of Higher Education, has deemed highly
favorable the Site Selection Board's approval of a four-acre site in the Washington
Street Urban Renewal Area for the construction of a new high-rise campus for the
Borough of Manhattan Community College of the City University....
Baruch's library has Ticker issues from
February 25. 1935-January 3. 1977 and actual copies up to the current issue.

The Baruch College:'
No Time For Apathy
A question of concern has arisen with

London. Connecticut. Yllu·!1 earn :1 fouryear. expense-paid Bachelor of Science
degree. Or. if you're a college graduate. you
can enter our Officers Candidate School at
Yorktown. Virginia. Here you11 complete
an intensive 17-week leadership training
school, Either peNh leads to a commission as
an Ensign.

In today's Coast Guard, job and career
opportunities for men and women between
the ages of 17 and 27 are unlimited.

tIE ENLISTED OPTION
If you want to learn a skill-many of which
are in hi-tech fields - there are over two
dozen job specialties available, including
electronics, aviation machinist and marine
sciences. Saving lives, protecting the environment and stopping illegal drug activities, are only a few of the many Coast
Guard missions you may perform. You can
advance quickly because promotions are
based upon yourown initiative and skills.

.,

BENEFITS OF BEI.ONGW«i
Regardless of the career option you choose
in the Coast Guard. you11 get all the benefits" .. 30 days paid leave each year .. _free
medical and dental service _. _reduced
prices in any military exchange ... the New
GI bill for tuition assistance. and much
more. You could work in exciting places
where the Coast Guard operates ... from
Japan to the Antarctic. _. Hawaii or in the
continental United States. We have parttime Reserve positions and full-time career
opportunities available now. Contact your
local recruiter or call toll-free:

tIE RESERVE OPTION

Even if you're still in high school or college.
there are several options to consider. As a
Coast Guard Reservist, you can attend drills
one weekend per month and be paid while
you are being trained. You'll also qualify for
the New Reserve GI Bill and receive
monthly checks to help with college
expenses.

TtE OFFICBI 0PI10N

To wear the gold bars of an officer, there
are several career paths to follow.. One is to
enter the Coast Guard Academy In New

800- 424 - 8883.
.

.

THE COASr GUARD-AN ARMED SBMCE AND MORE
~ tlIUi SIfUllJ boctplloios

by Dan Ntnwy.
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FEATURES
THROUGH THE
CAMERA'S
LEN SE (Continued from HI)
Iy precipitated a mass exodus from rural
areas to the cities. Naturally, all periods of
rapid urbanization inevitably pose certain
problems. Some manage to gradually adjust, but many find it a constantly uphill
struggle. The generation gap widens as the
older generation suddenly find their work
skills become obsolete, undercut by the demand for new skills such as factory work,
machine operations, etc. Such is the plight
of developing countries where unexpectedly, Don Quixote's "shifting reality"
:::;. assumes a new, elevated definition-it is no
longer Cervantes' abstract idea, but rather,
it has become woven into the fabric of
modern reality. Life has imitated art.
The 4S photographs were all personally
lent to the Gallery by the photographers
themselves, with the exception of Meiselas
and Richards. These two photographers
belong to the prestigious Magnum Photo
Agency, and Keber managed to obtain their
photographs indirectly through the agency.
Incidentally, the celebrated French photojournalist, Monsieur Henri Cartier Bresson,
had been a founding partner of Magnum.
Furthermore, many of his famous works
often displayed in his exhibitions were
photographs of Mexico and Spain.
Meiselas' work renders a clear, vibrant
human dimension to the violence in Central
America. She was awarded the Robert
Capa Gold Medal from the Overseas Press
Club, and was named photojournalist of
the year 1982 by the Association of
"Magazine Photographers. She also received
a Photographer's Fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Meiselas is one of the most honored and
courageous photojournalists in the world
today. "I feel that I have to keep going
back to Central America, to Nicaragua. I
am never away from the place for more
thanfour weeks at a time. I have this crazy
fear I'm going to miss something unless I'm
there." Her photographs have appeared in
The New York Times, The London Sunday
Times. Time and Paris Match, Endowed
with a keen sense of time, Meiselas senses
the subtlety of the shiny hourglass' slipping
sands. "Every minute is different from
what happened before, and I feel it's important to document this, and that's what
gives me a sense of continuity. I want to
capture it with my camera. I want to capture it all." (Quote from Working Woman.
September 1982.)
Meiselas is the author of the photo-essay,
Nicaragua, and co-editor and contributor
to EI Salvador: The Work of 30
Photographers.
Eugene Richards is the other Magnum
photographer to appear in this exhibition.
His work has appeared in magazines like
Life, Geo, New York Times Magazine. and
Smithsonian. Richards was the recipient of
a Guggenheim Fellowship in support of his
book project on living with cancer. He also
received a Photographer's Fellowship from
the National Endowment for the Arts, as
well as numerous other honors.
Richards describes the difficulty a photojournalist will inevitably at one time or
another encounter, "As someone to look
on at people's difficulties ... [th at] imposes
a kind of barrier in itself because you're in a
very different situation than they are. You
make your pictures and go back to the
hotel." Richards was the recipient of the
W. Eugene Smith Memorial Award in 1982
for a project on emergency room medicine.
that gloomy, dank place where life and
death fight from trenches, inching across
no-man's land with bared teeth and wet
eyelashes. His Exploding into Life (published by Aperture in 1986) was an inspirational
diary in words and pictures of cancer patient, Dorothea Lynch. Richards is no
stranger to human suffering.
Yet, that seems to be why Richards feels
he is obligated to do something about it-to
alleviate, or mitigate the troubles in some
manner or form. He describes now his passion for photojournalism, .....when you get
.
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the camera up, the barrier sometimes disappears. An amazing amount of sympathy
can wen up in you. You're not that person,
but I don't think it's that difficult to
understand what that person's going
through to some degree. You always have
the hope that if you make photographs that
are maybe humane enough or troubling
enough, that political pressures will begin."
(Quoted in War Torn. 1984)
Fran Antmanrr's photographs of Peru explore the rapid social change transforming
the ancient culture of the Andean peasants.
She is a documentary photographer, researcher, and adjunct assistant professor of art
at Baruch, where she has taught since 1983.
Ammann's work was recently on display at
the Museum of Contemporary Hispanic
Art in New York. Her work has also been
exhibited and published in Peru and Mexico
as well.
"My interest in Latin America began in
1974, when I traveled with and photographed a small, itinerant circus of Mexican performers doing one night stands along the
east coast of the United States. Documenting their public and private lives, I became
interested in them as a people caught between two worlds, two cultures. Since 1978,
my work has been centered on the rural and
mining populations of Peru and Mexico.
among people undergoing the difficult transition from peasant to proletarian culture.
For three years, from 1978 to 1981. I lived
in a mining town in the Peruvian Andes
recovering the early work of the local town
photographer whose images inspired my
own documentary study of the life of Andean copper miners and their families of
Morococha. I try to understand the
background and development of Andean
peasants undergoing rapid social change
and to incorporate their experiences and
feelings into my own work."
- Antmann -has- received grants" for her
photographic and historical work from the
Fulbright-Hayes Commission, Ford Foundation, J. Paul Getty Foundation, Social
Science Research Council, and CAPS
Photography. Fellowship Program. After
the March 10 reception for this exhibit at
the Baruch Gallery was over, Antrnann flew
_down to Peru where she is currently working on a research project in historical Andean photography.
Robert Glick's Nicaraguan photographs
document life in a country under siege.
Glick is a freelance photographer and instructor at Brooklyn and Queens College,
After a year spent in Milwaukee
photographing the Hispanic community
there resulted in a solo exhibition at the
11th Street Photo Gallery in New York. His
work also appears in the book The Lower
East Side: A Contemporary Portrait in
Photographs and in major magazines such
as Smithsonian.
'&Mv first trip to Latin America took
place in 1973, even before I began to study
photography. I went to Cuernavaca, Mexico to study Spanish, and from there traveled to southern Mexico and Guatemala. I
continued to be interested in Latin America
culture, language, and politics over the
"ears and decided to go to Nicaragua in
-1984 to see for myself what was happening
there. Two American priests I knew, stronu
supporters of the Sandinista revolution who
had worked in Nicaragua many years,
helped me get started photographing and
inrerviwing people. Since photography has
always been a way for me to learn about
other people and sit uat ions and to communicate what I have learned, the
photographs of Nicaragua document a people and an experience."
Daile Kaplan, an artist. photographer
and curator, has had her phot ouraphs widely exhibited. They have appeared in
numerous journals including Arts Magazine
and The New York Times, Her· books,
Lewis Hine in Europe: The Lost
Photographs, introduces a selection of
Hine's work that she discovered in the
Library of Congress, and will be published
this spring by Abbeville Press. It is the consequence of a show that Kaplan curated at
Baruch four years ago. She has received
several grants, including awards from the
Vogelstein Foundation and the Gallery
Association of New York.
··This group of. photographs of Latin
America depicts the picture-making pro'
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cess, one that fascinated me during my first
trip to Guatemala and Honduras in 1975,
and again on holiday to Mexico twelve
years later. They also focus on t he imagery
of everyday activities. The photographer in
Honduras sets up shop outside a busy,
marketplace, his plastic 'fixing' pail by his
right foot filled with freshly made portraits.
The 'floating' photographer outside of
Mexico City works the canals in a multicolored boat, balancing himself and his
camera to produce new photographs. The
pictographs and handwritten inscriptions
that appear on Frida Kahlo's and Diego
Rivera's files (apparently done by Kahlo),
noting 'pintura, prensa, personales, y
- politica;' and the desk in Rivera's studio
that displays a photographic portrait of him
and an unfinished drawing of Kahlo, are
signs of art and domesticity. There is, I
hope, a beauty in my photographs that conveys a sense of t he reverence for daily life
that I observed and experienced."
Gail Levin's photographs stress the
juxtaposition between the culture of the
Mayan Indians of Guatemala and the
modern changes transforming their world.
She is an art historian and photographer
whose work has been included in some
twenty exhibitions over the past three years.
Levin is also an associate professor of art at
Baruch. She is the author of nine books, including Hopper's Places.
"Since 1978, when I first photographed
in Mexico, I have been continuously attracted to religious rit uals and icons, as well
as to the colorful crafts that are the living
art of Latin America. Working also in
Peru, Ecuador, Columbia, Brazil, Panama
and Guatemala, I found myself drawn to
the vibrant descendants of the ancient
civilizations, for through them, the history
of the great monuments of the Maya, Inca.
and other native peoples becomes a magical
'reality. Sometimes the clock 'seems io have
been turned back across centuries, but the
intrusion of the tumultuous contemporary
world into venerable traditions yields its
own poetic ironies. For me, the chance encounter with a woman wearing a headdress
of carrots in the chaotic Guatemalan
market at Chichicastenango, has all the
resonance of the Surrealists' imagery
without the contrivance. ",'hi le my first visit
to Latin America was prompted by a desire
to trace the Mexican travels of Edward
Hopper. the American realist pain ter , I
found instead a world that seemed to defy
realist expectations, offering layer upon
layer of mystery. an endless variety of enchanting. arrestinz iuxtaposirions ."

-

'-

Lisa Linter has been a freelance edi tor ial
photographer since 1978. She has been a
picture editor at Fortune magazine and currently is picture editor at Connoisseur. Her
prints exemplify the paradoxes of Latin
America-the contrasts between the
Catholic and the pagan; the austere, the
luxurious.
"My first trip to Latin America in 1977
was conceived as a photographic experiment: to photograph a country and culture
unlike mv own. Over the last ten vears, as
mv fasci~ation with this land and culture
deepened, I have drawn back repeatedly. I
lived for two years in Peru and traveled
throughout Bolivia and Brazil, and more
recently in Guatemala and Mexico. For me
it is a land of paradoxes: Catholic and
pagan, repressive and dramatic, generous
and harsh. I have tried to capture some of
these contradictions in my work."
Richard Vogel's work has been exhibited
both in New York and on the West Coast;
most recently at the Midtown Y Photo
Gallery in Manhattan. His prints portray
the landscapes and village life of Mexico
and Guatemala.
"I first traveled to Guatemala in 1976
where I lived for a year. The Guatemalan
and Mexican people-with their deep
religious belief, their Hispanic (and Mayan)
background, their sense of color 'and
festivity, and their simple way of life-continually draw me back to photograph their
culture. The photographs shown here were
taken in southern Mexico and Guatemala in
1987. My intention was to photograph
Guatemalan refugee camps. I took these
photos during the weeks I spent waiting for
Mexican government officials to give me
permission to enter the camps."

Keber is an assistant professor of art and
has taught at Baruch since 1986. Her field
of specialization is Pre-Columbian art in
Central and South America, "starting from
Mexico ...stretching down to the northern
part of Chile."
Myrna Chase and Alfonso Quiroz of the
history department, along with Keber, have
made a joint 'effort to bring Festival Latin
America to Baruch. "Since last year, Myrna Chase, Alfonso Quiroz and I have been
planning the events for this year." The art
exhibition is actually one of many events. In
addition to the Hedy Feit faculty seminar
on Latin America, other activities have included a film series and guest speakers.
"There were discussions and readings on
Latin American novelists, like Garcia Marquez's, A Hundred Years of Solitude, for
example. "
The Festival Latin America is a year-long
program seeking to increase an understandi ng of t he history, cult ure and poli tics of
Latin America among -the faculty and
st udents. "I was asked to think about an
exhibition for the Festival Latin America,
and the choice of photography was mine.
It is the first time that Dr. Quinones Keber
has served as the guest curator of an exhibition at Baruch College Gallery-and it is
a .unique collection to say the least, as
Quinones Keber elaborates:
"Each of the photographers has a unique
style and a very different point of view. The
photographs come from all over; there are
some from Mexico, some from Guatemala;
there are some from Sout h America.
"Richard Vogel photographed some
refugee camps. but he had to wait for permission from the Mexican government. So
while he was waiting ... he took a few
photographs and those are the ones we have
i., our show ...
"I think that they're all very good, but
(at (he same time} .. .all very different. Some,
of them ... like Meise las , Glick and
Vogel.. .are all very much concerned with
the political issues in Latin America: their
photos are mainly concerned with the wars
that have been going on there ... " The
others, as Director Katherine Crurn notes,
contrast the political issues with more nonpartisan concerns.
Yet even in these, there are tinges (If
politics, as Crum expresses, ., Although
some of (he [nonpartisan] sections are
related to politics even though you don't
quite know it! But if you read the labels.. ...
She reminisces t he "beautiful photographs
t a ke n
in sou t her n Mexico by the
Guatemalan border by Richard Vogel.. .of
the refugees camps ..... These pictures were
later used for an Associated Press story
about those camps.
The Baruch College Gallery is located on
(he main fl oor of the Administrative
buildinc on 135 E. 22nd St. Seeing
Latin America: Photographic Views and
Viewpoints will be shown at the Galler)' until Anril 22.

SPRING'

A historical collection of radio and television programs spanning a 6O-year period;
One E. 53rd si., 752-4690

BREAK IN NY

SoHo

(Con tinued from Page B2)

This art colony is characterized by
buildings with cast-iron facades, trendy
shops and restaurants.
Bordered by W. Br oadway , Canal,
Lafayette & Houston Sts.

Museum of the City of New
York
New York City history, including exhibits
and memorabilia caOOut the development of
the city, is the highlight here -,
Fifth Ave. & 103rd ~t., 534-1672

South Street Seaport
Seafood restaurants, pubs, street performers and special events add charm to
this restored 19th-century port district.
Ships from that same period are moored to
the piers and are open to the public.
19 Fulton St., 732-7678

Washington Heights

H

This group of neo-c1assic buildings forms
an unusual museum center. Included are
the Museum of the American Indian,
Hispanic Society of America, American
Numismatic Society and American
Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters.
Broadway & 155th St.
Museum of the American Indian, 283-2420
Hispanic Society of America. 926-2234
American Numismatic Society, 234-3130
American Academy and Institute of Arts
and Letters, 368-5900

Formerly a popular gathering place for
artists and musicians, today the Village
main streets are lined with craft shops, art
galleries, restaurants, jazz clubs and Off
Broadway theaters.
From 14th St. southward to Spring St.

Whitney Museum of American

New York Stock Exchange

Art
Containing an extensive collection of
20th century American art, this museum
also features many changing exhibits.
Madison Ave. at 75th St., 570-3676

Flaas over Lincoln Center.

Green with Village

The Exchange offers a two-level Visitor's
- Gallery from which the day's stock trading
and action can be observed. A narration of
trading is provided in four languages.
20 Broad si., 656-5167

Six buildings comprise the World Trade
Center, inlciidirigthe secon,f'tallesl building
in the world (at 107 floors). Both the New
York and New Jersey skylines are spectacular from this height.
Bordered by West , Church, Vesey & Liber-

Battery Place & Liberty St .. 408-0100

ty Sts .• 466-4170

R - ' T_--a._.
l"JIJtf'-~~
Cat ,Cub
, Palladium
MiIk'Bat .
The World
The, Ritz '
Pyramid
Nel1~s

For just a quarter, this scenic round-trip
boat ride in New York's busiest harbor offers a breathtaking view of the Statue of
Libert)' and the Manhattan skyline.
Between Manhattan & Staten Island.
718-727-2508

28S West.Broadway
.76 E.,13th St. 47 W. 2.Oh St. otr6thA.ve.
E. 14th St. bet. 3rd & Padc
227tbAVe.
254 E. 2ild Ave.
1-19 11th St.
lOt-Ave. A& 7th St.
246 W. 14th sc

(2H)-25+2800 ~t2)~~'

~'~~

Guinness World of Records
More than 200 exhibits. including
realistic life-style replicas and video presentations.
Empire State Building
350 5f h Ave., 947-2335

City Hall

Intrepid Sea-Air-Space
Museum

Started in 1811, this fine example of
Federal period architecture has been the
-, ie for New Yorks municipal govern:)U;" a;
.v ailable
"'[ou?r;oc.

Woutd you' fike_~ much
higher paying job?
One which is more challenging...
and a strong stepping stone
for a career in sales?

The former World War I I aircraft carrier
has been converted to accommodate a
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"liable ny appoin.rnent .
.~3 Liberty St.. 720-6130

..16th ":, a t Hudson Rive-.
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vusseum of Modern Art
One of the world's greatest museums in,
:: j c s ~ a i n tin ~ <; •
~ ': 0 t 0 g:- a f' h y .
fi I IT' .
-c i.ipi.ire , and archirecture frorn 1880 to .he
present .
II W. 53rd St., 7( 3-9480

Fraunces Tavern Museum

The New York Experience

On this site in 1783. George Washington
made a farewell speech to his officers. Today, the buildir ~ houses many Revolutionary War relics. exhibits and paintings.
Pearl & Broad Sts .• 425-1778

The story of New York is told through
this multiscreen; multisensory show thar
runs daily, on the hour, until evening.
McGraw-Hill Building
6th Ave .. bet. 4~th & 49th Sts.. 869-0345

/~--:? ~~I'J
If so, please call for an interview. Our small sales
staff is the highest paid for college students in the
U,S., and the experience cannot be more valuable
elsewhere. Must be articulate, intelligent,
irnaqinativeand enerqetic. Thedesirability of this
job is reflected in our very 10"'1 employee turnover. '
Only two part-time (FT /Summer) positions are
open, but if you are a high powered student. you
can qualify.

.'

Call Glenn Nelson 513-0204
Tile Ice Ibting rink at Rockefeller Center•
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For more 'than a century. this has been the center of New York's largest Chinese
community. This web of small streets
features authentic Chinese cuisine and
delight ful shops.
West of Chatham Sq.

!

Sensational views of the city and surrounding area have attracted people from
all over the world to the observation decks
on the 86th and 102nd floors.
5th Ave. & 34th St., 736-3100

I1n1eight

Overlooking New York's harbor." [his
esplanade is home to the Castle Clinton National Monument, a reconstruction of a
fort built in 1812. Historical exhibits are
open for public viewing.

Chinatown

Staten Island Ferry /
St. George Ferry

Empire State Building

World Trade Center

Battery Park

SERVING
SEEKERS

(Com iuued from Paee B I)
As for the career day, 27 companies from
diverse business areas and government
agencies will be on hand according to
McLoughlin. He said there will also be a
presen t a t io n on job interviewing.
McLoughlin described the career day as a
ice-breaker for students to get to meet job
interviewers.
•&Attending the workshops will make the
students more marketable," said Dr.
William Mcl.oughlin, associate director of
Career Services, SBPA. He continued,
"We have over 300 companies a year
recruiting here.
McLoughlin's advice for students is to
start thinking about careers and plan
ahead. They should come to the career
library and start reading the literature. The
more information they (the students) have,
the more they will impress the recruiters.
So, to avoid the shock upon the realization that you have IT or that you will soon
receive IT, you should: 1. Attend the career
day, 2. Begin career research, 3. Attend the
workshops, 4. Prepare your resume, S.
Submit the resume, 6. Give the interview
your best shot and hopefully, 7. Find a
good job.
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Food fight finances face deferment at
Notre Dame U., where the question as to
who should pay the $1,400 in damages remains undecided. University food services
wants it to come out of the Student Activities budget. The Student Senate rejected
that plan, saying that it would punish those
students who didn't take part in the fight.
One proposal was for those caught throwing food to pay the bill, but they've already
paid $100 fines. Any suggestions?

COLLEGE CANS
CO-ED TUBS

"e

It's safe to go back into the water-hot
tub water, that is-at Ricks College
(Idaho). School officials decided to delay
until next fall the adoption rule restricting
men and women from sharing hot tubs
because of complaints by the only hot-tub
owner in'town-s-who also runs a universityapproved residence hall. The rule states hot
tubs may not serve men and women at the
same time and that. if the universityapproved residence hall decides to build
them, they must be far enough apart to
"secure the privacy and integrity of the
users. "

diet

nor

SO NOW

THEY'LL BE
DRIVING DRUNK
Tipsy taxi

terminated. LJ. of Kan . . . as
st udents w ho depend on a campus taxi service for rides home after a night of drinking. or who don't feel safe walk inu at night
have to find another way homc:- The ~[u
dent senate decided to drop its <ponsorship
of the program aft er the fare rose fr orn
S2.50
I()
54. The increase bv Secure
Cab-nicknamed "Tirs\' Ta,i'"- would
cost the student gt)\e;-nITlCll~ I1H)re [han
S35 .000. ,.W e ()\\ e t h c . . . t u dell h :I 1i : ' le mo re
responsible use of their mo ne v. ,,(1\', ()Tho'
s! udenr scna: or.
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MADONNA NEED
NOT APPLY
The virgin drink cont e.. . t. held at Ohio l ' ..
demonstrated that students can have fun
without relying on alcohol. Featured as rail
of OU's alcohol awareness week, the contt:st had two categories of prizes: cocktails
and punch. LJ niversit \' officials and st udent
leaders judged the entries on taste. appearance, nutritional value, or igmalit y and
bartender attire. Prize" were awarded tor
the best-tasting. drinks. original name of
drink. and best-dressed bartender. A
special award was given for [he wor st drink.

,

James Fox plays Patrick, a modem sculptor who is married to Katherine (.Jaequeline Bisset). Here lie explains the concept for his giant gnnite ashtnlY_ monoment to the "Unknowli Smoker" to his
daughter Chloe (Ruby Baker).
By CAROL J. KELLY
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SWEET TOOTHS
St uck on U. The Olympics can have .i n
... )tficial'· candy bar, S0 why not Texas
.-\.&l\1 and [he U's of Houston and Texas?
All three schools recently came out with
personalized versions of a milk chocolate
and caramel bar. manu fact ured by a
Michigan firm. It's the same candy, but the
wrappers are different. Each school earns
6.5 percent of the proceeds from sales of
the bars, which go for about 33 cents each.
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Tourism is in high season on the Greek
island of Rhodes, bringing foreign invaders
who destroy local culture, even as they help
the economy. They demand their money's
worth for two weeks of Paradise. Director
Clare Peploe says " .. .in a way tourists are
much more destructive than an occupying
army." In High Season, she explores the
conflicts and changes that the influx of
tourists bring to the unspoilt village of Lindos. She used to visit it as a child with her
mot her (a painter) long before there were
cheap package deals to .the Greek Isles, with
the concomitant bars and discos. Even
more insidious, on a recent trip, she was appalled to observe that not a single local sign
was written in Greek!
Native reaction to tourism is represented
by the two extremes: Penelope (Irene Pappas) and her son Yanni (Paris Tselios). The
former, an old-fashioned Greek peasant
who despises all foreigners, and the latter.
who is modem and welcomes the economic
opportunities that tourists bring. When
Yanni converts the generations-old family
shop into "Lord Byron" boutique for,
tourists, Penelope almost has a stroke.
High Season is hardly a complex film; it
has a great sense of irony, with comedy,
farce and a touch of tragedy thrown in: The
performances are good and it's obvious
that everyone had ufun" working on it.
The camera captures
the
beauty

of Greece.
Jacqueline Bisset plays Katherine, the
central character.
A published
photographer, she is a foreigner yet a
"native" of Lindos. Katherine owns a
beautiful house overlooking the cobalt oblue
bay, but she can no longer afford her comfortable lifestyle without compromising her
art. Distraught, Katherine is faced with a
real dilemma-either become a full-time,
commercial photographer, or sell her
home. Her teenage daughter Chloe (Ruby
Baker) is very sensitive to her mother's problems and wonders how this financial crisis
will affect her life.
She shares her concern with her loving
father, Patrick (James Fox). Both parents
live apart. They love each other but
disagree on almost everything, especially
art. Patrick is a modern sculptor who feels
that Katherine glorifies only ancient Greece
in her photography, totally dismissing
modern civilization. Unlike his wife,
Patrick is not a romantic.
The film's most interesting and insightful
character, however, is Basil Sharp (Sebastian Shaw). He's Katherine's close friend
and mentor who is also a famous art
historian, with Greek antiquities his area of
expertise. Beautiful, vivacious Katherine is
a joy to him; she is a living work of art. He
also adores his god-child, Chloe.
Sharp was a Russian spy during World

War II. He later explains to Katherine that
there were only two political alternatives in
his youth, communism or fascism. In the
historical context of the 30 sand 40 s, communism was the more noble choice. Sharp 's
past catches up with him and in order to
avoid another embarrassing spy scandal,
Britain metes out another punishment:
banishment to Russia.
As it turns out, a British agent Rick (Kenneth Branagh) has been given the task of bringing Sharp to justice.. He is in Rhodes
under the guise of a second honeymoon
with his wife Carol (Lesley Manville). Carol
plays the whining "ugly touri~t" whose
demands are endless. She annoys everyone,
including her husband. Although she is
quite ordinary to everyone else, Yanni sees
her as special. .. she is blond.
This typical, ignorant tourist couple end up
staying at Penelope's home because all tile
hotels were booked way in advance. Most
other natives rent rooms to tourists to earn
extra money but Penelope does it for tile
first time just as a favor to Katherine..
Needless to say, Rick's identity is secret. He
sees Katherine as a classy, beautiful and
sophisticated woman, the antithesis of his
silly wife and naturally has a crush on her .
To save her home, Katherine is forced to
sell an ancient Greek vase, which was a gift
from Sharp to a jet-set art .dealer. The vase
fetches a handsome price, but it is a fake.

Luckily, to avoid the exorbitant import duty, the dealer wants Sharp to say in writing
that it is a fake. No problem! This way he
doesn't really have to lie, while helping
Katherine. He later confesses to her that
although he never compromises his integrity
as an art historian, he would have been willing to lie for her.
When Katherine and Patrick meet accidentally in town, sparks fl~ She castigates
him about his grotesque works in progress:
the ridiculous marble monument to the
unknown tourist which Yanni commissioned, (to his mother's dismay) and a giant
granite sculpture to the unknown smoker,
requested by an American client. "Every
artist is an exhibitionist, but only
photographers are voyeurs," says Patrick
in a parting shot that hits the mark. Predictably they agree to disagree by the end of the
film.
Most of the elements in High Season
work well together and it takes a very cheerful view of life. Jacqueline Bisset fans will
enjoy her in this role. One interesting irony
is that there were so many tourists in Lindos
that Clare Peploe and her crew had to film
a number of scenes in Lahania, a small,
relatively unspoilt,. inland village. They then
had to "Import" some tourists to use as extras.

(Continued on poge Bll, Col. I)
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Skinsanity Sanely
Insane

Everrirrg students

Evenin~

Students

invites you to m.ake
a difference.
COllle check out wh at the

ESSA
•

IS

all about.

Office - Room 509, 26th St. Butlding

Hours:
5 - 9 p.m, MontJ W ed

7 - 9 p.m, T'ues, Thurs
telephone number: 725-3031
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Skin - Sanity
(E.O.D. Records)
Just because one guy writes a song, that
You're not a big funk fan? Don't dig
doesn't mean he is separated. That's the
horns? Well, you may very well be conbeauty of it, combining all different inverted after giving a listen to Sanity, the
fluences. You know, the horn players never
new album from the Boston-based band
played in punk rock bands.
Skin. Skin's use of funk, pop, rock and
RC: Four of the songs off skinsanity, indance music, along with their hot horns
c
ing my personal favori e "Beating Me
expert music"
hi, may have you c
Back
"i
redit to you.
yourself a "funkster
ore Ion .
RR: Yeah, those are my babies. I have my
"Troubled Sleep," the first single from
little
four-track studio and when I get the
Sanity, is funky, and I mean FUNKY. This
urge I'll write whole songs and present them
particular tune, with its screaming horns
to the guys. uBeating Me Back" is getting
and keyboard breaks that don't let up, won
popular.
A lot of people seem to like it, so it
Skin a Boston Music Award last year for
will probably be the next single off skinsanioutstanding rock single. Sizzling horns are
ly.
found allover Sanity. "Kakania" (Part 1&
II) are horn instrumentals with saxman Ken
Field and Henley Douglas cooking it up
with trumpeteer Karlo Tacky, all pushing
their brass hard and fast.
The other tracks on Sanity are not as
horn dominated. "U Flip4 Every)" begins
with the sound of the wind and slides into a
jumping, semi-protest song with singer Ric
Rondeaux echoing,
This world is upside down
Please say it isn't me.
The songs on Sanity are profoundly written and more than often contain messages
or advice. but Sanity is not the political
album that bores you with government
ideas and solutions. Skin offers you their
words of wisdom, take-it or leave it; with-a-healthy dose of humor. Take the poor soul
in "Matter Over Mind," a song that deals
with materialism. - The confused fellow
states:
GOI some dumbells
and a hydraulic crank
Baby I got a body
BUI it's owned by the bank
"Y Am I So Cool?" makes sport of those
who tend to think they are hipper than hip.
Skin bustina out new music.
It is on the sarcastic side, but with its funkv
walking base, crooning vocals and smoky
bar-room feel, you find it hard to argue
RC: How did you and fellow bandmate
with the guy. "Everything"
Karlo Tacky go about producing skinsani"Falling," with its matter of fact graphic
ty?
descriptions. has to be the liveliest song ever
RR: We tried to get away from sounding
studio.
We wanted it to sound like we were
written about nuclear destruction.
in a room the size of, say, The Cat Club.
On "Beating me Back" and "(When
You) Grow Up," Skin shows they can hold
We used a lot of reverb so it wouldn't
their own on the romantic side of things.
sound dry. and it captures t he sound of a
live show.
"Beating Me Back" gets away from funk
RC: Skin's live shows have received rave
and moves into the psychedelic. With its
reviews such as "Music to sweat by" and
dreamy feel and hypnotic guitar chords. the
"Leaving breathless and well satisfied ausong tells the story of someone victimized:
diences. "
The calendar lied
RR: We play hard and tend to speed up the
And helpless, I want a revolution
There's too much hate pollution
songs live" One critic called us the "The
Ramones of Funk"-you know "1,2.3,4"
Beating me back.
and into the next song.
In "(When You) Grow Up," we find
After our success with "Troubled
another victim. This time a casualty of a
Sleep,"
we were advised to develop a kind
broken romance. You have to get a feeling
of Prince-like act. You know, sequined outof pleasure when the defeated, abused,
fits and female singers, but we wanted to
loser gets his parting shot,
stay steady. We don't want to put the
What do you want to be when you
hairspray over the music.
grow up?
You joke about t hat on "Matter Over
RC:
In an exclusive Ticker interview, lead
Mind. "
singer/guitarist/songwriter Ric Rondeaux
RR: Yeah, you've got ta have a sense of
talks about Skin:
humor.
Ronald Cha,mbers: Skin appears to .be a
RC: Skin expresses a healthy sense of
band with their heart in the right place. You
humo r throughout skinsanity.
have been involved with anti-apartheid conRR: Having a sense of h umo r is one way
certs, Rock against Racism, and Feed the
getting a point across. "Y Am I So
of
World. It's no wonder you have gained the
Cool?" works in that vein.
reputation of being a political band.
You can't even get laid
Ric Rondeau: We are a political band and
But why are you 50 cool?
we think 'If you've got something to say.
RC: How does the band respond to all the
say it.' I don't think youth should just acsupport Boston has given to Skin and other
cept what is presented to them. Reagan
Boston-based bands?
says, "Things are great." So people say
RR: Boston has been great. In Boston,
"Great." We want people to question
there are no cover bands. It's funny.
things.
Boston is one tenth the size of New York,
RC: On Sanity five of the 10 tracks'
but it has about the same number of clubs.
writing credits have been given, along with
Ever since J. Geils, Aerosmith and the Cars
bassist Robert Z. Coyote, to a collective
made it big, Boston has supported its
"SkiIn. ,.
bands.
One of Boston's radio stations that is the
Rlt: Skin is.a tight-knit group, Robert and I
equivalent of New York's WNEW, isn't
do a lot of the writing, but everyone has a
afraid to play new, local music, which is
say and everyone adds to what is written.

great, "t>e<:ause if people don't play your
m)JSIC It kills you.
RC: Any chances of catching Skin in New
York in the near future?
RR: Definitely.. I'm from Queens and the
only bandmember from Massachusetts is
the bass player. He's from Plymouth, you
know, Cran berryland.
. We're hiring a New York agent and plannmg a New York tour for late April to May.
We've played The Peppermint LOUf1Ke. CB's
rCB. G.Bs.), and The Biller End. The sn.
ter End was a kind of a drag. They actually
told the people "Sit down. don't dance."
We want to play some of the bigger clubs.
like The Limelight, and maybe a few colleges before the school year lets out.
RC: How does Skin handle the heavy rep of
being able to "Offer hope for survival in
the Reagan age?"
RR: We feel songs are power. We want to
say, "If you know what you gotta do, Do
it!" You don't need a computer-well,
maybe I shouldn't say that, because 1 have
one-but kids are afraid that if they don't

get rich they lose. We're saying: "That's
not the way it's gotta be."
RC: Does Skin's growing popularity indicate the music industry is once again
noticing informed, intelligent bands?
RR: This reflects the way youth of today is.
I don't want to preach, but don't let anyone
push you around! USA Today shouldn't
manipulate the young. Reagan says, "Say
no to drugs," but sends money to Panama.
Sometimes I get so pissed off I just throw
down t he paper and write a song.
I think it's a cycle. First the plain, happy,
music of The Beach Boys" then the
outspoken music of the Sixties, and then on
to disco. Now the cycle is happening again.
Punk rock was outspoken, then came the
mindless dance stuff. You know, dance
your ass off. Now the music is becoming
outspoken again. People are ready for
Skin. I like music that pisses people off.
People either love us or they hale us. I'm
not a middle of the road kinda guy and Skin
is not a middle of the road kinda band.
--Ronald Cluurtbes
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TV specials, will demonstrate his
art and screen a selection of
works, including Doctor
DeSoto.
April 19 Violence in Children's Films
Barbara Bryant, AcademyAward-winning producer of
Molly's Pilgrim. will screen a
production of There's
A
Nightmare in My Closet and
discuss how violence can affect
the child as viewer.
Where Books Come Alive:
April 2
Adapting Children's Books to
Video Jerri Shales, Director of
Marketing and Promotion at
Weston Woods CC Studios, will
speak 011 children's video for use
in the homne and screen a selection of CC Studios' awardwinning productions.
May 3
TV
and
Reading
Ellen Schecter, award-winning
writer for Reading Rainbow and
children's TV, will recommend
ways in which parents can use
TV viewing to encourage their
children to read.
May 10
After TV alld Video: Quality
Alternatives
Maureen Gaffney, director of
The Center for Children's
Media, will demonstrate how to
make media more educational
and meaningful to children.
Ma}' 17
How
To
Select
Video
Martha Dewing, editor and
pubisher of Children's Video
Report. will answer questions
about selecting quality video to
borrow from the library or purchase.
May 24
Producing Independent Vide()
Skip Blumberg, award-winning
video artist and TV producer,
will screen selections from his
work that capture little-known
but exciting aspects of sports
life.

St. Bartholomew's
Church

•

109 E.
50th St
, New York, N.Y.
10022, PL 1-1616, Phone: 212-751-1616
ext. 226 and 227
On Sunday, April 10 at 3 p.m., the
outstanding vocal ensemble , Anonvmous
4,
."
will perform a concert at S t .
Bartholomew's Church. Anonvmous 4 is an
ensemble of four women who specialize in
the performance of medieval chant and
vocal polyphony. Their program is entitled
Hthe ecstatic vision" and will include sacred
music from :nedieval Spain. They will perform music from the Codex Las Huelzas
and the Codex Calixtinus, 111 edieval
Spanish manuscripts, This concert is
presented as part of the great music series of
concerts at St. Bartholomew's. A contribution of $5 will be requested at the
door.

.-

The New York
Public Library
On Friday, April 8 at 1 p.m., poet Ken
McCullough will read selections from his
latest book, Travelling Light, at The
NYPL's Mid-Manhattan Library. Winner
of the 1986 Writers Voice Capricorn Award
from the West Side Y, the book was
selected by renowned poet Galway Kinnell. The reading will take place in the
Ground Floor Conference Room, ~ Ave.
and 40th St. Admission is free. on a firstcome. first-served basis.

.PROGRAM:
Verdi, Stomello and Brindi
Grieg, Ein Traum and Lauf Der Welt
Sibelius, Varen Flyktar Hastigt , Den Forsta
Kyssen and Flickan
Kom Ifraw Sin Alsklings Mote (In
Swedish)
Ives, Religion and The Housatonic at
Stockbridge
Paul Seitz, Reasons and Gone Into the
Heart
Strauss, Ich Trage Meine Minne,
Nachtgang and Zueignung
Brahms and Schumann Lieder.

CHAMBER MUSIC HONORING THE
50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE AMERICAN COMPOSERS
ALLIANCE
ADMISSION BY CONTRIBUTION
Works By:
Lester Trimble, Duo for Viola and Piano
Chester Bicardi, Mestiere
Andrew Thomas, Night Music
Max Schubel, Spoors of Times
Ronald Roseman, Claire for Oboe,
Visraphone and Marimba
PERFORMED BY:
Kevin Davidson, Viola
Jennifer Rheinhardt, Piano
Andrew Thomas, Piano
Ronald Roseman, Oboe
Gregory Charnon , Vibraphone and Marimba
April 24; at 3 pm
Lucille Beer, mezzo-soprano,
Michael Barrett, piano.
Works by Brahms; Mahler, Ravel &
American composers.
May 1 at 5 pm
Rosemarie Landry. soprano
Steven Blier, piano.
Works by Wolf, Poulenc , Chabrier,
Messager & Milhaud
Admission $10 (seniors and students $5)
Tickets available in advance and at the door
before the concert
For information call (212) 242-4770

D.O.A.Alive and
Kicking
By GLEN J. SPANGLER
D~>n 'to you hate it when the beginning of a
mOVIe gives away the end? In the first scene
of D. O.A., Dexter Cornell (Dennis Quaid,
who starred with Martin Short in Inner
Space) sits down in front of two cops and a
VIdeo camera to tell how he went about finding his own killer, and if this scene doesn't
n:ention poison (I'm not sure) the poster
dId.
Now we know Dex is going to live long
enough to solve the mystery and then die.
Why watch the rest of the movie, right?·
Well not exactly. Much of the suspense is
ruined by the knowledge that there's no antidote and the killer won't succeed in
shooting Dex with the nail gun or pushing
his face into the fan. But there are lots of
things left to worry and wonder about, like
whether. the undergraduate heroine (Meg
Ryan) will get shot with the nail gun, and
who the killer will turn out to be.
D.O.A. is based on the 1949 movie of tile
same name starring Edmund O'Brien as a
poisoned businessman who finds his own
killer, just in case you were admiring the

40 E. 35th St. (between Park and Madison
Aves.) Phone - OR9-8580.

ONL Y NE\V YORK APPEARANCE
The only New York appearance of Life
Begins A t Forty, a musical review created to
celebrate the fortieth an niversary of the
State of Israel, will be presented at 8 p.rn.,
Thursday, April 28.
Dan Almagor, a leading Israeli
playwright, satirist and television personality has created an evening's entertainment
that stars five of Israel's most popular
singers and actors in a review of songs and
satirical sketches, in English and Hebrew.
which reflect the spirit of Israel, its humor
and music.

Greenwich House

Music School

April J2
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writers for their originality. In this one
.Quaid is a poisoned professor instead. One
of his many, many drinks was spiked with
radium chloride (it glows) as he was trying
to forget the student/aspiring novelist who
c~acked his office window on the way to the
s~dewalk, the divorce papers waiting for his
sI~natureand his own promising but
discarded career as a best selling. writer.
And the fact that Austin has heat waves at
Christmas.
When Quaid is told that he has radium
chloride in him and 24-48 hours to live, he
~aturally assumes they are running, jumpmg and fighting hours as opposed to hours
ma~e possible by. the best life-sustaining
equipment. So he walks out of the hospital
~nd c.ho.oses ~ very subtle and clever way of
identifying hIS killer. He grabs or pummels
each suspect and yells, "WHY DID YOU
KILL ME?!" Of course it works, and along
the way five more people are killed by each
other and Quaid, and coincidentally four of
the five die with gushing heads.

THURSDAY, APRIL 14 AT 8 p.m,

of New York

THREE SUNDAY AITERNOONS OF
SON<i
t
(
•
,
.....
....

PIANO

ADMISSION: $10 (Senior and Students 55)

The Metropolitan
Synagogue

the lives of all children. paren ts ~ and
educators will have a chance to better
understand the many personalities of their
children's electronic companion. In an effort to alert adults to the issues and
aesthetics of video for children, The MidManhattan Library will present a series,
"Perspectives on Children's Video." in
April and May. The one-hour i alks are
scheduled on Tuesdays at 1 p.rn and
feature seven award-winning authorities in
the field. Selected videos will be screened as
part of the program.
All programs are free and take place in
the Ground Floor Conference Room at the
Mid-Manhattan Library, S Avenue
at
4() Street.
Seating is limited. The following lectures will be presented:

Animation and Children's Films
Michael Sporn, award-winning
animator of children's films and
-'t-.,~~~':..·<. .l"... ,""
.,

STEVEN BLIER,

The de lights and di ffi culties of re tellinz
the life stories of the known and unknown
will be explored in The NYPL's Centra]
Children's Room in April and May, at the
second series of free lectures on children's
literature. Offered bv the Donnell Librarv
Center, 20 w. 53rd S1. "Facets 0"[
Children's Literature: Four Perspectives"
will feature four distinguished writers who
will speak on various aspects of writing
biography for children. Funded by a grant
from the Ezra Jack Keats Foundation, the
series will take place on the following Mondays: April II, 18, 25, and May 2 at 6:30
p.m.

With the world of video loominu large in

!/ .;

AND

OF
CHILDREN'S
LITERA JURE"

"FACTS

The Tompkins Square Branch of The
NYPL, 331 E.
10 Street, will host a Fiction Writing Workshop on Wednesday
evenings, April 6 through May 18, at 6 p.m.
the free workshop will be led by Lynne
Tillman, writer and filmmaker.
The Muhlenberg Branch, 209 \\. 23
~t .
,will host a Play Writing Workshop
on Saturdays, April 9 through June 4, at
1:30 p.m. Glenda Frank, poet, will lead the
free workshop.Pre-registration is required;
call 924-1585.

, .

Sunday, April 17 at 3 p.m.
RlSTINE SEITZ, SOPRANO

*.*.

The Ottendorfer Branch of the NYPL.
135 Second Avenue, will host a free Button
Making Wor kshop on Thursday, April 7, at
4 p.m. Children, ages 8 to 12. are invited to
make their own pin-on buttons. The
workshop will be repeated at the Webster
Branch. 1465 York Avenue, on Thursdav
April 14, at 3:30p.m. To preregister, plea~~
call 288-5049.

.

-
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Fatally poisoned by an ullSftn ....., DeII_'
Quaid's 24 hours to live is about to expire.

This I?lot is entertaining and interesting if
not believable, but the best thing about
D. O. A. was visual. It's beautifully
photographed and contains dazzling. visual
effects, which is not surprising considering
the fact that D.O.A. was directed by Rocky
Morton and Annabel Jankel, the creators
of "Max Headroom." Quaid is good at
looking haggard, and the baggy grey clothes
and greasy hair help.
Besides Quaid's and Ryan's, two other
good performances come from Jane Kaczmarek as Quaid's estranged wife and Daniel
Stern as Quaid's colleague. It's interesting
to note that they are both alumni of the
1985 series "Hometown," TV's answer to
The Big
If you like a mystery, see D.G.A. You
won't get And Then There Were None. but
you will get an entertaining whodunnit,

cuu.

Season
(Continued from Page B7)
In an exclusive Ticker interview, director Clare
Peploe discusses the making of High Season:
Carol Kelly: Where did you get the idea for
the story?
Oare Peploe: ...1 had a strong reaction
when I went back to Greece, having been
there as a child and as a teenager. I used to
be taken there by my mother, who was a
painter, and I was used to various remote
and beautiful areas. I realized when I went
back after a long absence that the place had
changed a lot, particularly the small villages
like Lindos, where I shot the film, because
of this new industry called tourism. In a
way, it was much more culturally destructive than an occupying army.
CK: I could relate to this because I was
born in Jamaica and I went back to Ocho
Rios in 1986 for the first time in six years. I
was surprised by how much tourism has
taken over as the number one source of
revenue. Native Jamaicans also bent over
backwards for the tourists while resenting
their economic dependence on them.
CP: Exactly! For instance, in this village
there is not a single sign written in
Greek-it is either in English or German or
French or whatever. At the same time I felt ,
"Am I being a kind of elitist?" Because
there is more foreign currency also coming
into the country, suddenly this village is
quite prosperous and kids who could not go
to university are now able to go. The other
thing is that the people who go on holidays
can now go for very little money, but
unlike in the past-and this is where I make
a distinction between tourist and
travellers-travellers go becaus~ 'they ~re"
curious about the country-they've read or
want to learn about the country. Too often,
tourists go because their local travel agent
says, "For $300 you can go to here or
there" ... and that's the decisive factor in
which country they choose.
CK: It's just a "good deal" for them; they
are the Ciub-Med type of tourist who have
no real regard for the indigenous culture.
CP: Basically, they want to get sun-tanned,
to get laid, and to get drunk .... 1 had these
conflicting feelings. for in a way it
represents the democratization of travel.
Now everybody can. But in the sixties. for
instance, more kids who were backpackers
would go, so in away, it was a different
kind of travelling. Witn all these conflicting
feelings, I felt it was a good subject to build
a comedy around. So I thought of the
characters that represent these different
people. In a small village like Larnos, you
get this sort of meetinz of nationalities ,
classes an d generations and I started working with my brother (Mark Peploe) who is a
very good screenwriter. Since we share the
same background, he knew what I felt. and
it was good to work together.
CK: Did you have Jacqueline Bisset in mind
for the role of Katherine?
CP: No I didn't. In fact. that character was
the most difficult one to cast. .. she's not
necessarily the most important, but she's
the most central. Originally I was going to
work with Charlotte Rampling, but it took
me a long, long time to come up with financing so Yo-hen I was ready, she was busy.
Then I was going to do it later with
~

'

Yanni (Paris Tldios), an entrepreaeartal natlft, eaten to Carol (Lesley Ma. . . .), a. E......... tGliIist i. Ids ........

-&.1

~• • •
.;

•

I

Anj elica Huston, and then just as we were
about to start, she was offered a part b~
Francis Ford Coppola, so she couldn't de
it. Then I sent the script to Jacqueline Bisse
and she loved it!
CK: It's a great role.
CP: I didn't have a problem casting the film
because most actors seemed to like th :
script. The problem was with th
financing ... that took a long time .. .it was
my first feature plus the fact that it wasn't
in England, that it was being shot in
Greece, made people nervous about th
production problems. They didn't know
_whatJ9 _expe~_
__
CK: I recently reviewed a German film entitled Singing The Blues In Red and one of
its themes comes up in your film: World
War II crimes committed and hidden by the
older generation. I thought that Basil Sharp
was the most interesting character in High
Season. Why did you choose this storyline?
CP: Well, when I was thinking about the
idea for the script it was the time -mat. .
Anthony Blunt, a noted art historian was
suddenly exposed as a Russian spy during
the war. He was in his seventies. He was
part of that "Cambridge group" and he
was the one who claimed to have helped
Burgess escape. The name "Blunt" was one
that I had heard often from my parents (my
father was an art dealer).
CK: I see, you turned it round and Blunt
became Sharp.
CP: We thought we'd make his character a
very moral one, very concerned with the
truth. In fact, his work involved authenticating works of art. There's a kind of
irony that in the end, he's accused of being
a liar and a traitor.
CK: I found it very touching when Sharp
told Katherine that although his art is the
one thing he never lied about, he was wilting to lie for her.
CP: Yes, their relationship is very special. ..
CK: Do you have any other projects in the
works?
CP: I wrote a screenplay called Still Rage
set in England. I'm trying to get the financing to produce it.
Note: High Season was Clare Peploe's first
feature film. She is married to Italian director Bernardo Bertolucci.

Jacquelilif Bbset stars as Katherine, a talented but financially unsuccessful pholoarapller in HelDdale
Releasina Corporation's HiKh Season.
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Ryan and Deals QuId take time out of
their hectic search for o-ald's killer to sbare a
subtle embl'1He.
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ARTS

ARTS
ing an Oscar loser-Maggie Smith in 1978's
California Suite,
The only person to win an Oscar for playing someone of the opposite sex-Linda
Hunt in 1983's The Year of Living
Dangerously.
The only Oscar nominated song with
X-rated lyrics-"Mean Green Mother from
Outer Space," from 1986's Little Shop of
Horrors.
The only silent film to win Best
Picture-1927-1928's Wings. (Wings was
also the first film to win Best Picture
Award)
The only sequel to win the Best Picture
Oscar-1974's The Godfather II.
The only western to win the Best Picture
Oscar-1930-1931's Cimarron.
The only X-rated attraction to win Best
Picture-1969's Midnight Cowboy. (The
film has since been down-graded to an "R"
rating. )

Platoon
The Living Daylights
The Lost Boys
The Big Easy

Peliles
Vignettes

Innerspace
Roxanne
Disorderlies
Hellraiser
The Squeeze
Monster Squad

Yar Leads Generation
Those of you who are fans of Star Trek:
The Next Generation better start cranking
up the video tape machines if you want to
see Chief Security Officer Tasha Yar
anymore. Denise Crosby, who plays officer
Yar , is leaving the show on May 7 because
she claims she didn't have enough stuff to
do. Subsequently, Crosby's character will
be killed off on that same May 7 telecast.
Ironically, her exit will be her biggest
episode.
According to a recent article in T. V.
Guide. Crosby said she would never have
taken the role if she knew she would be
reduced to a glorified extra. Crosby is referring, mainly, to the fact that she hardly- has
any or enough lines to say during any particular show. But what does she expect
from a show that has a base cast of nine actors and actresses? Who's next to go: Well,
nobody right now, but if someone else has
to hit the road let's hope it's that smart-ass
genius kid Wesley Crusher or that jerky empath Deanna Troi.

Cable Movies

Robocop .. ill pren ~

Oil

Shflline 'his spring.

we've subscribed to. If you have the money,
that problem can easily be rectified by
subscribing to either HBO and Shorirne or
the Movie Channel and Cinernax , But many
of us, especially those of us who are in col.lege, don't have the kind of money that
~would allow us to subscribe to t he base
cable networks and two. three or even four
movie channels. Below is a list of recent
theatrical films and the cable company they
will be appearing on starting in April. This
will allow you ample ti me to check your
local listings an1 make the necessary arrangements with friends or the cable network in order to assure that you get to view
the movie of your choice.

HBOfCINEMAX
If you have cable television, you might be
wondering what feature films are scheduled
to premiere on what cable network in the
weeks ahead. All too often,
we get
discouraged when a movie we haven't seen
isn't being offered on the cable network
.• _

y

The Fourth Protocol
La Barnba
The Buddy Holly Story
Nadine
Spaceballs
House II: The Second Story
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SHOTIME/THE MOVIE CHANNEl.
Robocop
Back to the Beach
Summer School
Steele Justice
Beverly Hills Cop I J
Hamburger Hill
Stakeout
Surrender
Masters of t he Universe
Outrageous Fortune
ALL SER~ICt:S
The Believers
Dragnet
Predator
Jaws: The Revenge
No \\'ay Out
Revenge of the Nerds 11
Pri ncess Bride

OSCAR 'lOST's
Most Oscar" i.\ o n bv c! ~ J\ m:
Hur (11 out or' 12 awards)
Most Oscar nornmauons ',\,'r'
1950's AI/ About t."'f:! (14)
Most Oscars los: h\ cl filn,: :-..
The Turnine Pom .md 19~';:· ...
Purple ( ! I fer ll)
\1·-·'1

()SC,I:-'

.v

~ ..

a film:

I

.

'!f, r

OSCAR'S BEST PICTURES SINCE 1960
1960- The Apartment
1961- West Side Story
1962- Lawrence of Arabia
1963- Lilies of the Field
]964- My Fair Lady
1965- The Sound of Music
]966- A Man for All Seasons
1967- In the Heat of the Night
1968- Oliver!
1969- Midnight Cowboy
1970- Patton
1971- The French Connection
1972- The Godfather
1973- The Sting
1974- The Godfat her II
1975- One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
1976- Rocky
1977- Annie Hall .
1978- The Deer Hunt er
! 979- Kramer vs. Kramer
1980- Ordinary People
1981- Chariots of Fire
1982- Ghandi
1983- Terms of Endearment
1984- Amadeus
. 1985.- Out 0.1 Africa
t986- Platoon
198'7- ? : ,)
F0r the last three issues. .nost or ali of
t his space has been devoted "l'kly to the upcorning Oscar cerernony . The reason for
! hat IS :0 better prepare vo u for what is
. . -o ming up or. Apr il J Jill, S\) far. you've
been bnefed on who 1 he nominees are, who
.iidn: set nominated. Oscar facts and even
()"cJ.r \~dd s , But don', desr-ar if you think
;"" over ..-\n enure ()~,~: '. .. rap-up will ap'. e- ::' 'r,t' rc"
;.. . "u('
T.l. p r:(''(er

. , ...

O'TOl)]e (7)
\lo~l

Honor ar-

n . . ,.c··,

\\l~n

b:-:~

:'::: ... ,l;::

Boh Hope (5~
Most Oscars w o n by d ~1 nglt: r~r ... ,,-; !; \ '
ducer Walt Disney personally won 32
Oscars and three honorary ones: his company won 19 more.
Most Oscar's w on by a director: John Ford
(4)

Most Oscar nominations won by a director:
Wilham Wvler

'\ lost Oscar.. \\ on h\ an ac tress: Kat heri ne
Hepburn I~)
\10St Oscar normnauons \H 1["' by an actress:
Katherine Hepburn (12)
Most Oscars won by an aC[('1 Walt er Brennan (3)
Most Oscar nominal ions \\ on bv ar: aeter:
Laurence Olivier (10)

.,)J

-

The only performer tll beat his acting
teacher Oul of an Oscar-- R0bert IJeNiro.
up against Lee Strasberg (both for 1974's
The Godfather ll)
The only person to win the Directors
Guild of America award and nO{ win an
Oscar for Best Director-Steven Spielberg
(1985's The Color Purple)
The only role that won Oscars for two
different actors-Don Vito Corleone
(Marlon Branda in 1972's The Godfather
and Robert DeNiro in 1974's The Godfather 1I)
The only person to win an Oscar for play-

To
The
Poinl
Editor's Note - If you have any questions
concerning up coming concerts, new
releases. musical equipment, information
about the music industry or if you have any
comments about To The Point, please write
to: To The Point
The Ti",kerlBaruch Colle~e
137 E. 22nd St.
Rm. 301F
N.Y. NY 10010
or call: 725-7620/22.

Run DMC loses Legal
Battle
The. rap trio, Run DMC, have been in
court for the past six months with Profile
Records where they have not only lost, but
will have to pay the company's 4egal expenses as well as their own. Legal expenses
for Profile are in excess of $500,000.
The outcome of this whole ordeal is that
Run DMC is obligated to make ten more
records with the record company. If the
band keeps turning out records at their present pace then you can expect to see them
making records well into the 21stCentury.
The next album can be expected in May
which is presently under the working title of
Tougher Than Leather.
Expect to see Run DMC touring the U.S.

Top Ten Dance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.

"Touched by the Hand of God" Factory UK
"Mandinka"
- Chrysalis
"Hot! Hot! Hot!"
Elektra
"Behind the Wheel"
Mute UK
"Paid in Full"
4th & 8'way
"Blind Hearts"
4AD UK
"Devil Inside"
Atlantic
"I Need a Man"
RCA
"Don't Get Mad... Get Even... " Virgin
"This Corrosion "
Elektra

New Order
Sinead O'Connor
The Cure
Depeche Mode
Eric B. and Rakim
Xymox
INXS
Eurythmics
Age of Chance
Sisters of Mercy

an May.

Newz
The Godfathers, one hour after finishing
their set in Paris, went out looking for some
action on the streets of the city when they
stumbled upon a group of older intellectuals. They moved through the crowd until
they were inside a theatre and rudely asked
a man what the-hell-was-going-oev'Fhe man
turned around and it was none other than
the French president Francois Mitterrand
who serenely claimed the crowd was
gathered to see Julian Clerc, the
singer. .. Morrissey's debut solo album is out
this week and is entitled Viva Hare... New
Order had the pleasure of meeting Andrew
and Fergie a! the Canadian Fashion
Awards. Their manager. Rob Gretton,
refused to talk with the couple and I wish
the fab-four had done the same ... Mike Diamond of the Beastie Boys is working with a
new band while his buddies, MCA and Ad
Rock. concentrate on things other than
music ... ABBA, yes ABBA, is sweeping
Japan with their old hits that have become
favorites rather late.
... The Butthole Surfers' fans were given
the opportunity to see a film of a penis being amputated. This was a medical film of
course ... Mark E. Smith, lead singer of the
Fall, was yelling that there would be trouble
if anyone else asked him to sign Morrissey
albums, you know, because of the
Smiths ... Husker Du have split up, apparently because of drummer Grant Hart.
According to band members, Hart is a
heroin abuser. ..Afrika Bambaaraa and
UB40 have released a song together entitled
"Reckless" ... Frank Zappa's concert in
Virginia has been cancelled due to pressure
from the PMRC. It is rumored that this was
a result of Zappa's speeches to groups of
youth regarding his dislike in presidential
hopeful Pat Robertson. Good going Tip-

per.

(L~)

RII. DMC's coa'" case:
records.

ssoe.t88 and ten alOft

Hard Rock Hosts
Fundraiser
A television special will be aired in
response to all the publicity drawn to the
homeless problem here in New York. The
place: the Hard Rock Cafe. The host: Dan
Ackroyd who will be in the character of
Elwood Blues.
The show is entitled, •'Coca . Cola
Presents: Live From The Hard Rock
Cafe. "Ackroyd will be reunited with former
associate, Lorne Michaels of Saturday
Night Live, who will produce this hour long
show.
The rnonev generator of this event will be
a special T-shirt that will be offered at Hard
Rock locations as well as Coca Cola
distributors. The shirt win exclusively commemorate the event and I recommend you
buy this one rather than, the extremely trendy Hard Rock shirt.

The Who?
Guess what band is making a comeback?
Look at the title. The Who will be making
an album and could possibly be touring by
summer. The band reunited for the British
Record Industry Awards and it is said that
they will be making the album because of
bassist John Entwistle's plea of nearbankruptcy, The album seems to be a
definite; however, the tour is simply an
unknown question.

NEW YORK I NEW JERSEY

PARTY LINE
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gers Jose Canseco (3I,HR 113RBI) ~l;l
rookie phenomenon Mark McGuire (49HR
I 18RBI) to form the most potent three man
homerun punch. Carney Lansford, with 19
homers is also a fine hitter. The pitching is .
also improved with the acquisition of
fireballer Bob Welch (IS-9). Other starters
will be the reborn Dave Stewart (20-13),
Curt. Young and maybe Steve Ontiveros.
'The relief corps will be led by the revitalized
Dennis Eckersley, after being a starter his
whole career finished last year with 16
saves. They should make the race very
close.

- - --._--- ..-_ _--..
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Book
by

Michael Stewart

I
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It's that time of the year again; it's time
for America's pastime-baseball. There has
been talk that with the signing of slugger
Jack Clark, the Yankees have the pennant
wrapped up. The Mets, on the other hand,
made only minor personnel changes but
have to deal with their talented but troubled
headcase, Daryl Strawberry.
Can the Twins break the "no repeat"
Jinx? Will there be any Mark McG,uires or
Benito Santiagos this year? Can Dwight
Gooden return to his dominating form of
1985? These are some of the many interesting questions that I'll answer in my
first annual Major League preview.
AlrEAST- -BOSTON-RED. SOX· Pretty
shocking? When Walt Terrell went down
for Detroit, I decided to go with an underdog. When Boston went with youth, they
played much better. Lee Smith is just what
the Sox needed. He will save at least 30
games for them and they (Boston) gave up-

next to nothing for him. Roger Clemens is
the best pitcher in baseball, no question.
Hiiisraild- ··oit-canuitoyd are geeEi.~--~
Look for big .things from- second year '
starter, Jeff Sellers. The hitting begins with
baseball's best Wade Boggs (.363 24HR
l08runs), the rest of the lineup features
DWight Evans. who is a star; Jim Rice on
the decline; and rookie phenomenon. Mike
Greenwell (.328 19HRS 89RBI's). Another
youngster who might star as the DH is Sam
Hom who in his brief callup last year had
14 homers. They will get pressed by most of
the division. but they have the best blend of
pitching and hitting.
DETROIT nGERS- As I said earlier, I
thought the Tigers could've repeated, but as
I also said, it's really hard to replace 244 innings pitched. The Tigers have three quality
starters. They are Jack Morris (18-11),
Frank Tanana (15-10) and Doyle Alaxander
(9-0), but they'll be hard pressed to find a
replacement for Walt Terrell (17-10). Terrell is out for about two months. This Tiger
team is loaded with experience. Alan Trammell (.343 105RBI) and Lou Whitaker form
the best doubleplay combo in the League.
Darrell Evans and Chet Lemon are two
more productive veterans. Star rookie,
Matt Nokes and Mike Heath form a good
catching tandem. The Tiger bullpenis their
major weakness and that could turn out to
be the Tigers tragic flaw.
NEW YORK YANKEES- On paper it appears the Yanks have the best lineup. It's
too bad paper doesn't play the games. Jack
Clark has played two full years in his 12
year career. On March 17, he inj ured his
left calf. He did this rounding the bases
after a homerun. No, I'm .not kidding.
True, Don Mattingly hasn't a peer. It's
also true that Mike Pagliarulio and Dave
Winfield can bit 60 homers between them.
Also, if he feels like it, Rickey Henderson
can be one of the best players in the League.
BUT, will the pitching staff hold? Will
future star Al Dieter be banished to the
minors, if God forbid, he has two bad
outings in a row? What will happen when
George Steinbrenner decides be's, the
Manager/GM? When will it happen? Will
Billy Martin last the season? Who'n replace
him? Who win replace the replacement? I
cou1d~"(lntinue. but my writing space

Bruce

,.

Wednesday, April 13
thru Saturday, April 16

,-

8p.m.
Auditorium

17 Lexington Ave.

Tkts.$3.00
Info. 725-3184

Summer's breath sighed softly in the air
For the sweet smell of rain had not yet left.
The carnival of life had just started to turn
As youth sprang from the seed of innocence.
That time of year, nature in transit,
Was the perfect season for falling in love...

TREATHON

STAGEWISE

Designated HiUer Jack Clark is

is limited. If the lineup and pitching staff
stays healthy. they will be in the race all
year.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS- This is a
good team. They have some good young
talent such as catcher B.J. Surhoff (.299)
681{ B I) and shortstop Dale Sveum (2SHR
9SR BI) The main cogs in their machine are
spark plug, Paul Molitor (.353 114runs
45SB) and superstar Robin Yount (.312
103 RBI). The bullpen is good. led by Dan
Plesac (23 saves). The rotation is a bit iffy.
Ted Higuera is super and Juan Nieves
could be a real good one, but after that it's
up in the air. Last year was not a fluke.
With a couple more starting pitchers, this
team could win it. They will challenge the
Yankees for third.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS- this team will
be a big disappointment. After last season'S"
collapse and the George Bell controversy.
the team just won't have its heart on winning. They have fine personnel, especially
their hitting. Bell, Jesse Barfield Lloyd
Moseby and Tony Fernandez are the meat
of the order. Their starting pitching could
be a problem. Jimmy ~ey (17-8) is the
main man and Jim Clancy can give them a
lot of innings. After that there are many
question marks. Can Dave Stieb ever return
to his All-Star form of three years ago?
Who else can start for the team? John
Cerutti and Edwin Nunez could fill the bill,
but they aren't the type who could bring a
pennant to Toronto.
BALTIMORE ORIOLES- This team will
definitely prove that baseball is 75 percent pitching. They have strong bats but almost no
pitching to sped of. Eddie Murray (JOUR
91RBO is a great all-around player. Cal

0.' with an injured lef' calf.
Ripkan Jr. is the best offensive shortstop in
baseball (27HR 98RBI) and Larry Sheets
has emerged as a true star (.316 31HR
94RBI). Billy Ripkan might tum into a
good player, but all the hitting in the world
won't make up for having no pitching.
Mike Boddicker (10-12,4.18 ERA) is their
best. A pitcher to keep your eye on this year
is Eric Bell, who showed flashes of
brilliance last season. Other then that,
there's nothing.
CLEVELAND INDIANS- This team
might fight Baltimore for sixth. Julio Franco
(.319 32SB), Pat Tabler (.307 86RBI) and
Joe Carter (32HR I06RBI) supply the offense but the loss of Brett Butler to the
Giants will hurt their offense a lot. Their
leading pitcher was Tom Candiotti, with a
record of 7 wins and 18 losses, their leading
stopper had 8 saves - enough said.
AL WEST- KANSAS CITY ROYALS
K.C will be back on top this season. They
have 4 solid starters. The best being Brett
Saberhagen (18-10) and Charlie Leibrandt
,(16-11). The addition of former White Sock
Floyd Bannister ju~t adds to their depth.
Gene Garber and Dan Quisenberry anchor
the mediocre bUUpen.· The hitting is
satisfactory with Danny. Tartabull (.309
34HR 101RBI). another one oftbose rookie
sensations, Kevin Seitzer (.323 2OS' hits) and
Hitting great, George Brett leading the
charge. Newcomer, Kurt Stillwell will shore
up their .weakest position, shortstop,
Oakland's bats will make a run, but K.C.
will win.
OAKLANDATHI.ETlC8- What lumber
this team has with the addition of Dave
Parker from the Reds. He joins fellow slua-

TEXAS RANGERS- Most of their
season will depend on how their three
:: young pitchers perform. Bobby Witt, Jose
it Guzman and Ed Correa aU throw very hard,
-e but have not been able to harness their
c~ abillity as of yet; this could be the year. If it
~ is. they'll join old reliable Charlie Hough
: (18-11) and form the best rotation in the
:;. division. Ii they don't, the season could be
~ a disaster. Texas also has some fine young
Z
hitting talent, such as Ruben Sierra. He's a
>
_ 21 year old who Is already a star (97runs
,~-, 30HR l09RBDand Pete_Jnca~glia (27HR
- 80RBI). Mitch Williams will be theirdoser:-and he should do a fine job. Look for a
good year from Texas this year.
MINNESOTA TWINS- Last year was a
fluke. They have no chance of repeating
their division, let alone the 'World Series.
They have good hitting, a good stopper
with Jeff Reardon. but their starting pit'elling-wilt not bold -1lP as itdid-last-- yeal=s - . Remember "they-were onty-ei'ght games abO'e
SOO. Frank Viola and Bert Blyleven are two
quality pitchers. but they have NOBODY
else. They will be a .~uo team again, thanks
mostly to Kirby Puckett, Kent Hrbek and
Gary Gaetti.
,
SEAlTLE MARINERS- This team
might stay in the race longer ,than they ever ~
have. They have a good blend of pitching
and hitting, but just might not be strong
enough in either. Mark Langston (19-13)
and Mike Moore are the leaders of the
staff. Ex-Yankee might Steve Trout will be a
success away from the Bronx Zoo. Look
for Mike Campbell to be a candidate for
Rookie of the Year honors; he's a young
fireballer. Mickey Brantly is taking over for
Phil Bradley, and he 100 ks like a good one.
Alvin Davis and Jim Presley supply the rest
of the power and there is just not enough.
CALIFORNIA ANGELS- This team is
certainly on the decline. Wally Joyner
(34HR 117RBij is the star. Look to Devon
White (24HR 87RBI) to emerge as a star at
fielder this year. The pitching is a trouble
spot. Mike Witt and Kirk McCaskill are the
leaers of the staff, but the bullpen has no
one to speak of. They will beat' out
Chicago.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX- This team
might be as good as the Braves. They are
almost talentless. Harold Baines (2OHR
93RBI) and Greg Walker supply the power.
"pudge" Fisk is stillprodductive at 40. but
that's it. Ken Williams might emerge as a
very good player. The ooly pitcher worth
mentioning IS lac" Mc()(lweQ (3-0). He bas
. been compared to Roger Oemens. and .'he
has a chance. He is my Rookie of the Year
, pick in the AL.
This season win' be an exciting ODe-. 1be
'.American League East is the strongest
while, as alwayS. the AL West is the
weakest.

Next Week:
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By MARK CALLAHAN

When you walk outside this time of the
season, you begin to notice a few things.
The weather is getting warmer; the trees are
starting to bloom; the flowers are beginning
to blossom; winter is leaving and spring is
here. Not only spring the season, but spring
training. Baseball season is here and the
Baruc h team is ready.
Baruch is coming off a 9 - 12 impressive
season last year when they advanced to the
playoffs. "Tt has been approximately 12
years sj nee {he lasr time that Baruch was in
a playoff game," said roach John Krochak ,
"I've been here 10 years in all: 10 as a
player and 6 as a coach. W e hadn 't won
then nor 2 years before that." he stated.

..

When one looks at the improvement of
performance, like E.R.A., of this Baruch
team, one can see that they have come a
long wav i'Three .,vears ago,
- the E.R.A. of
the team was as high as 12.00, and two
years ago it was 7.00. Last year Vie had it
down to under 4.00, and this year I expect it
to be even lower," Krochak said. It makes
sense that the team should do better than
past years because of the familiarity of the
teammates. Out of the 18 players on the
team this year, 14 of them played last year.

-

~

The most positive aspect that the team
has to look back on while going into this
seas-on is a game they played in Florida.
Last summer, Baruch played Vape , a professional,' that's right, professional Italian
team. Two of those players were even playing for major league teams. Baruch played
an outstanding game, even though they lost
in the ninth inning by one run 9 - 8, "This is
the year to win if any year is. We have a
good bunch of players. If Florida is any indication of what is to come, we definitely
should be the surprise team, the sleeper,"
said Ed DeCastro, the starting shortstop.
If anyone thinks I'm going to complain
about bad fan support like I always do, you
are wrong. This time there is an excuse for
poor support. A few years ago there was an
incident on the team' bus in which a nonplayer was injured and the school carries no
insurance. Since that time, the school
allows no one other than players on the
bus to the games. Normally this would include just
the
away games, but in
Baruch's case, it includes all games. Since
the illustrious Baruch team doesn't have a
baseball field. the team is forced to play
either in Lehman, or in other teams'
ballfields and call themselves the home team.
This is like trying to picture the Mets going
to St. Louis an8 telling the fans that they
have to root for the Mets. That's a joke!

Even though the players are confident,
they have a long road ahead of them as far
as the teams that they must face. The
hardest victory this year will have to be
against Lehman. Lehman was unstoppable
last year and went on to win the Nickerboker conference, New York conference.
and the E.C.A.C. (the East Coast Athletic
Conference). Outside of all this, they have
won their last 19 games. They will be the
team to bear.

Monday
Baruch's first game will be against John
Jay. The players are really ready for this
game. "I'll not eat anything that morning
because. I'll eat John Jay for breakfast,"
responded Reggie Benson, the centerfielder. The team is fired up for this first
game, as you can see. Comments on the
team continued with Rob Sammon saying,
"We have a lot of good individual players.
We have to stay together to be good."
"This year's team is more coherent. More
people get along as a family. We have a
good chance for the C.U .N.Y., but we have
to keep our heads straight and in a good
frame of mind," added Ed Vazquez. The
players are ready; the coach is ready; now
bring on the season.
The- team is made up of good individual
players who must playas a team to win.
Players such as: Reggie Benson, outfield;
Mo Betancourt. catcher; Ed DeCastro,
shortstop; Rob Fernandez, pitcher; Frank
Gonzalez, outfield; Luis Guerrero, outfield; Nick Guggino, third base; Mark
Johnson, catcher; Moon Kim, outfield/first base; Ron Leader, outfield; Matt
Lipp , first base/DH; Joe Macchiarola,
second base/pitcher; Ceasar· Medina,
second base; Amado Montilla, outfield;
Rob Serrano, pitcher/outfield; Rich Triolo,
outfield; and Ed Vazquez, pitcher/outfield.
The season will not be an easy one, for the
players or the coach.

Thursday
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